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Editor’s Note

When I first began working for the Aonian, we’d meet for hours every Sunday 
throughout the spring semester, packing the entire staff into a small room where 
we pored over the pages of submitted materials, digging into poems and short 
stories, noticing the ways angles intersected in paintings and scrutinizing objects 
drawn in the backgrounds. We fought. We fought a lot, actually. A poem was 
either terrible or magic depending on how you held it up to the light. A passed-
over sentence tucked into a short story could crack the whole thing open. Al-
ways, we were young, excited artists falling in love with art over and over again.

I don’t need to tell you that this year we didn’t stuff ourselves into one of 
the STLC’s many miniature conferences rooms and I don’t need to tell you why 
we didn’t. Like campus life and life in general, the Aonian could not escape 
the shock waves of COVID-19. We were fortunate enough, however, to have a 
roadmap drawn for us. The work of the magazine’s previous masthead tackled 
the enormous task of navigating a completely digital Aonian for the first time. 
Stepping into this position, I learned a lot from that previous volume. I leaned 
often on past editors, always asking, “How did you do this?” and asking myself 
“What if we did this instead?”

Even as we transitioned back to a print edition, we learned a lot from the dig-
ital version. The Aonian has always been a free magazine, distributed to anyone 
on campus who wants a copy. Students nab copies for their parents and friends 
back home. The Murphy library always has copies floating around. Admissions 
gifts copies to prospective students. It seems obvious, in retrospect, that a digital 
companion to the Aonian would only make the magazine more accessible—
available to students studying abroad, parents, friends, alum, and, most recently, 
students learning remotely. As a result, we’ve decided to make Vol. 63 of the 
Aonian available both in-print and online.

I’m indebted to the work of the magazine’s genre editors and staff, who 
worked diligently to narrow down the contents of this volume of the magazine, 
and to the magazine’s associate editor Bailey Lindsey who put the magazine 
together on campus while I left comments on my computer from my home in 
Kansas. 

Our staff wasn’t able to meet in person and duke it out over each submission 
like we would have hoped, but we’ve found the space and time, in small groups 
and in our newly virtual world, to curate and cultivate this magazine with care. 

Quinn Carver Johnson
Editor-in-Chief
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Dreaming in Color;  
(Good) Mourning in Houston (07/2020)
Ben Zeidman

But mostly I’ve been staying up alone at night  
and coating these bedroom walls, lazure painting  
the way my mother taught me  
paint free  
but with equal amounts of stress and sweat.  
Thankfully, that’s all I need and after long enough,  
it helps to find a groove in the madness.  
  
When my eyes do shut I find myself dreaming of being  
a kid again; broken and bleeding with scabs  
on my knees that I would kill to peel again.  
  
Watch me grow off dial-up, off monthly internet trials and bike rides,  
off fight club by the bayou and wide-eyed dreams but  
to murder a childhood is to finally recognize all that’s always been  
around you. All that you’ve been taken towards.  
  
So I coat the walls to remember duality,  
different streets trading their decorations:  
Recycling bins on each corner replaced by expelled shell casings  
from old neighbors sketching the frame for hopscotch  
to my new ones, etched into chalk lines and headstones.  
The pavement a canvas, it paints their pain like a portrait.  
  
I used to close my eyes and picture all my dirty laundry.  
I used to think they’d clean if I could fold them right.  
Now I need to coat this bedroom’s walls to fall asleep at night  
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The Guest of our Beginnings
Jaclyn Reifeiss

1980  

My grandmother would follow her parents to the end of the earth. And 
here, in the backwoods of Arkansas, she felt she truly had. Previously settled 
in Illinois, both my grandmother and great-grandparents had never felt much 
like city-slickers. But at my great-grandfather’s prospect of a job working for 
the Economy Boat Store and living in what was advertised as a countryside 
retirement haven, they packed up their lives and headed for the “deep south.” 
My grandmother was in no way obliged to follow. However, the pressures of an 
eight-year-old child to feed and unstable employment persuaded her to give up 
the comforts of the familiar and start anew.   

My great-grandparents moved into a quaint three-bedroom home in Fair-
field Bay, Arkansas. Little steppingstones where I later played my first games 
of hopscotch led to a ranch-style porch, sunk between each wing of the house. 
Windows from the shotgun hallway served as my great-grandmother’s favorite 
watching spot—she would regularly peek out from behind closed blinds to catch 
glimpses of the bear that occasionally strayed across the wooded lawn.  

My grandmother bounced across the state of Arkansas for the first few years 
after the move, working as a maid, a 911 operator, a waitress, a secretary. She 
changed cities as often as she changed jobs, and a constant flow of boyfriends, 
husbands, friends, and colleagues passed through her life.   

She finally came to live down the road from my great-grandparents’ house in 
Fairfield Bay, in a little town called Shirley. It served as a house for my mother 
and grandmother for only eight months but became one of the few residences 
firmly rooted in her memory. With a stepdad she loved and the extra care that 
came from nearby grandparents, she felt an unfamiliar sense of stability. But she 
knew nothing like this could last.  

1981  

Laundry baskets gliding on the front yard. A trail of socks and men’s under-
wear followed my grandmother and her baskets as she tromped towards the 
road where her husband’s car sat parked. Grass stained the clothes that bulged 
from each hole, overstuffed from his life belongings.   

My mother watched from the window as neck ties went flying into the gut-
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ter. The windows were wet with condensation, and a little trail was left in the 
grass behind my grandmother from the disruption of morning dew. She had 
hoped to stay at this little home in Shirley for longer. The tire swing where she 
spent most of her evenings now had a men’s long-sleeved tee draped over its 
side, rocking slightly from the impact.   

She rested her chin on the windowsill. Behind her, boxes from the past two 
days of packing were migrating to the front door, lined up in anticipation. The 
move ten minutes down the road to the house in Fairfield Bay wouldn’t take 
long with the few possessions they had. But the adjustment to a new school, new 
friends, new neighborhood kids—that was a different story.  

She watched as my grandmother attached a padlock to her stepdad’s rusty 
pickup truck. It wasn’t a new trick—she could remember this same maneuver be-
ing used on her last stepdad. My grandmother performed her task more swiftly 
this time, with less regard for what the neighbors might see.   

My grandmother, having emptied her laundry baskets, walked jauntily back 
towards the house. She shut the door behind her, smiled at her daughter, and 
headed to the kitchen to prepare breakfast.  

  
November 2020  

“Off the top of my head, I can count twenty moves by the time I was nineteen. 
I can’t even keep it all straight…I just anchor where I was with what grade I 
was in, and I try to piece it together that way.” I see my mother counting on her 
fingers through our Zoom video call, eyes squinted, head cocked. Her count is 
never consistent, but always above eighteen. She questions whether or not to 
factor in moving back with my great-grandparents three times and moving back 
to the same house in Shirley. I have never had to worry about the technicalities 
of a living situation—my three houses and two cities pale in comparison to her 
childhood.  

Her face glows when she speaks of living at the house in Fairfield Bay. “Grand-
ma always felt like a mom, where mom felt more like a sister. I don’t even re-
member a lot about mom being there…Fairfield Bay always felt more like a fan-
tasy land.” Each description of the house, the waterfalls she discovered behind it, 
the life she briefly called her own, is filled with adoration. She takes me back to a 
time I myself am sentimental for.  

  
1981

My mother decided that she liked life at my great-grandmother’s house better 
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than any other alternative. Aside from the wilderness she had come to love, ex-
ploring outside of the watchful eye of her mother, she looked forward to the din-
ners made every night. This wasn’t a “peel-the-top-off-and-stick-it-in-the-micro-
wave” kind of dinner—no, her grandma brought the works with double helpings 
of homemade lasagna and meat on the table. Two courses, with dessert included, 
with the three of them sitting around at the dining table.   

Grandma, grandpa, granddaughter. If she wasn’t careful, her grand-
pa would take his fork and, faster than she thought a man of his size could move, 
snag one of her leftover pieces of ham or pie. Her plate would be clean before she 
could object.   

The dining table had a secret. In hiding from the discipline of her mother one 
evening, she crawled underneath, crouched between the thick oak legs on either 
side. Reality was a little bit altered down here—separated from the happenings 
of the adult world by a lacey white table cloth, she could relax and let her imagi-
nation wander.   

“Christine, get out here, now!” My mother declined to remember her own 
name as my grandmother stomped past. She felt that laying down, feet placed 
upon the underside of the table, was the best way to think. This was how she 
discovered the table’s secret. Signed in green sharpie, “Nancy” on one end and 
“Carol” at the other. If this had once been her mom and aunt’s hidey hole too, 
she would imagine her mom would have an easier time finding her. She made 
sure to scribble her name a little bit bigger than theirs.  

She was content to lay here for eternity. If her mom decided to move again—
well, she could just leave her. She liked having the same family to come home 
to, instead of a new stepdad. She liked no longer being under the control of her 
mother, no longer cooped up in apartments where she wasn’t allowed outside.  

Here, the backyard called to her—a forested drop-off led to a babbling brook, 
which led to roaring waterfalls, seemingly right below the houses that littered 
the ridge. She had yet to see another soul traversing the rocky falls. She would 
go and sit alongside them, through summer sweat and the icing over of scat-
tered stagnant pools.   

Maybe, for once, she could call something hers.   
  

November 2020  

“She really wants people. But she isn’t able to sustain those relationships. 
The things she does are about acceptance…that need she has outweighs ev-
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erything.” The blinds behind my mother are now closed, and my stepdad has 
returned to his office to allow us privacy in our call. We trudge forward, through 
the jungle of cities and names that defined my mother’s childhood, into the true 
turning point of her relationship with my grandmother.  

My grandmother was magnetic. She drew people into her circle, pulling them 
tight if they even gave her a sideways glance. Stories of her antics painted her 
with the joy of a child. Car pulled over, radio cranked up full volume, dancing on 
the hood of the car. Barefoot feet on metal, skin under a full sun, dress bouncing 
and bobbing to the rhythm. Head back, smile wide. Not a care in the world.  

The cars whizzing by wouldn’t have noticed my mother, shrinking in the pas-
senger seat.   

When my mother was 14, the duo moved out of the house in Fairfield Bay for 
the last time. Finally feeling a sense of independence, they bounced around Little 
Rock for four more years. Little Rock became the place of my mother’s teenage 
woes and triumphs, and almost something of a home.   

“And that leads up to the time when she threw me out when I was nineteen. 
When I was actually exactly the age that you are now. I just figured it up the 
other night.” She states this factually, with little emotion showing in her voice. It 
is something that comes up in our casual conversations often, but not contextu-
alized with the life of my grandmother. Left out on the street with around $400 
dollars in her bank account, my mother scrambled to find a place to stay and 
another job to support her newfound independence. She fought for a spot at a 
local college and studied for a chance at self-made stability. She marks this as the 
starting point of her own timeline, rather than a turning point in her mother’s 
stability.  

  
We still wonder where my grandmother went in those six years after kick-

ing my mom out of the house. Her story is scattered across the relatives as she 
bounced from country to country—a sort of self-made homelessness.   

My great-aunt, her sister, says she came to stay with her at her little house 
in Cologne, Germany. I imagine her walk from the bus stop, her suitcase rum-
bling down the cobblestone street where my aunt still resides today. She always 
sold her possessions in a fit of panic before moving, allowing her to travel with 
only a few pieces of luggage. This time, she sells her emotional ties to the United 
States as well, for a seemingly fresh start.  

Our cousins say she resided in Great Britain for a time. Others say she was seen 
in Illinois, traversing the roads that she once called home.  
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What my mother knows is this: her mother was watching her. A birthday card in 
the mail, addressed to her current apartment, an address that family did not ask 
for yet. A signature, and nothing more.   

Was the love she found in Europe not enough to keep her still? Or did she find 
herself unable to dance? Carless, rootless, daughterless, an ocean away from the 
music that once filled her soul.  

  
“And then she came back,” I state, searching for an explanation of why, some-

thing to glue together my own fragmented memories. But my grandmother’s 
behavior is beyond my mother’s comprehension.   

She sighs, defeated. “She always comes back—it’s her pattern.”  
  
2005 

I was just small enough to avoid the formalities of introduction—my prying 
eyes would not be condemned if caught peering around the banister at house 
guests, investigating an intruder I had no interest in speaking to myself. I would 
not be warned of these arrivals, but instead caught by surprise when seeking a 
midafternoon snack or the attention of my parents.  

I knew she was a Very Special Guest because I knew she was coming. Into our 
house, at the very least—and I deduced from my dad’s slacks and mom’s tense 
mannerisms—potentially into our lives. The day was not interrupted by this 
visitor, but instead was wrapped around her, our time transformed into gusts of 
wind circling the eye of a hurricane. In the chaos our household was consumed 
by the smell of cleaning products and hair spray.  

It was not enough for one of us to get the door, but a family affair. My mom led 
the charge, my dad second in line. I strayed a bit, resorting to my old habits of 
peeking from behind the kitchen divider.   

Her eyes did not brush past me as did previous guests. Instead her gaze held 
me firmly, pried me out from behind my corner of safety. Her eyes were dis-
tinctly adult—unreadable. She was not my parents’ guest but mine now, and she 
selected me as her hostess. My parents stood by as she walked up the stairs and 
through the doorway. Initially appearing squat in stature, she grew with each 
step through the threshold. Nancy, she called herself—with an outstretched hand 
and an odd brand of familiarity.  

A new understanding of my beginnings came wrapped up in a jean jacket and 
glasses, tittering about her difficulty parking in our sloped driveway. A large 
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purse was placed beside the couch as small talk was exchanged between my 
grandmother and the daughter she left. She became cozy in the house my father 
and mother built together a year before, their first step away from a past of trailer 
homes and dingy apartments.   

While I didn’t understand my relationship to her, she gradually claimed a spot 
in my life. Occasional babysitting and visitations. Later, trips to the mall. My 
mother said she seemed different than before, and cautiously forgave her. I soon 
forgot that she was ever not there.  
  
2013 

Our cousins from across the sea barged into our lives at least once every two 
years, filling up every bedroom and couch this house in Fairfield Bay could offer. 
Suitcases lay open in every which direction, laundry littering the surrounding 
areas. They came bearing gifts and chaos alike—a dreaded but welcome presence 
in our lives.   

My cousin, Phelim, five years younger, brought Nerf guns and boundless 
energy. I find the little bullets nestled behind the fine china, lodged in crevices, 
and laying on open floor. The shotgun hallway became a battleground between 
us, and we took cover behind sofas and underneath the dining room table. Had 
we slowed to look, just for a second, we could have seen the green scribbles that 
were inscribed in my mother’s memory.  

My mother shook her head, watching me crawl on the ground, weapon in 
hand, a twelve-year-old girl who was supposedly bookish and shy. If only my 
teachers could see me now, she remarked, they wouldn’t know it was me. But 
my “maturing” had done nothing to quench my thirst for childhood play, for a 
world of siblings and cousins that I had missed out on. I continued to mercilessly 
pelt Phelim with squishy bullets from around the corner.  

  
Now, the house has fallen silent.  The passing of my great-grandparents left 

the house, a precious family heirloom, to my grandmother. In 2015, she suddenly 
forbade our German relatives from visiting again. Cut off from our family hub, 
left with no home in the United States with the capacity to hold their numbers, 
they decline to visit my mother and I. Meanwhile, my grandmother erases their 
memory from the property.  

I’d like to think that, seven years later, I could excavate the living room, 
finding the fossilized remains of my only true cousin companionship. A stray 
bullet or two must remain somewhere my grandmother cannot reach. Perhaps 
one dropped into a coffee mug that lines the shelves on display, a relic of my 
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great-grandfather’s travels. Maybe it skidded atop the bookshelf, clearing a small 
line of dust next to Agatha Christie and Harry Potter. A simple sorting would 
work as a brush flicking away the dirt caking the fossil, precious history discov-
ered under the evidence of ruin.  

But I know the coffee mugs themselves have become fossils somewhere, like-
ly a landfill. Shards, contained to black plastic, rattle softly clink against each 
other as the trash heap shifts. They remain here, trapped together, eternally, an 
absence of light in their black hole of existence. Seemingly close, but irreversibly 
separated—chipped, so their edges no longer piece together.  
  
August 2020

I stand in the kitchen of my first apartment, broccoli gripped in both hands. 
Little trees gone rotten, sections of their leaves dulled as if a season change had 
begun right in our refrigerator. As my only source of fiber and a staple to the one 
dish I knew how to cook, I mourn this loss. Lacking a compost pile, I toss them 
into the trash and resort to a meal of ramen noodles.   

My roommate comes into the kitchen and methodically prepares her cauliflow-
er. They tumble out into the pan, an avalanche of white and speckled gray.   

“Damn it, I’ll have to cut out the bad parts again,” she sighs, surveying her 
loot. Her knife comes gently down at the edges of the little crowns, giving way to 
a fresh underlayer of leafy white. The bits of gray are scraped down our measly 
wooden cutting board, scattered into the sink. On my way out of the kitchen, 
I pass by my own produce buried under wrappers and eggshells. Salvageable. 
Little hints of greenery taunt me, laughing at my incompetence.   

My hands had never been allowed to cut the vegetables growing up—they had 
been smaller then, but just as nimble and quick to help. Swatted away by my 
grandmother while she cooked the Thanksgiving meal, right before being shooed 
out of the kitchen. I was a nuisance here. My mom strayed in the living room, 
already conditioned to avoid the tumultuous environment behind the stovetop.   

Sometimes back at home, my mom would let me stir things. She didn’t know 
how to make much in the kitchen, but I was allowed to mix together the pow-
dery pre-made baking mix when we indulged in brownies. I complained of not 
being taught to cook, and she rebutted that I didn’t care enough to learn. In real-
ity, I strayed away from the soggy vegetables and overcooked pasta that we ate 
most nights. She decided that cooking duties belonged to her, and experimented 
blindly. 
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I quickly realized that the subject was sensitive. My mom fumbled her way 
through cooking, attempting and failing at new recipes. I would watch her 
squinting, hunched over the counter, a silky slip of paper torn from one of her 
books gripped between her fingers. Her upper lip would always make an arch on 
one side in a show of absolute confusion, a cross between a grimace and a face of 
disgust. 

One day, frustrated, she threw down the recipe and exclaimed that she never 
learned how to cook, that her mom would always yell her out of the kitchen. A 
dish turned the wrong way, a drop of water spilled, and the structure of their 
two-person household came crashing down around them.   

My mom made exceptions for food that I never would have condoned. Straw-
berries a little too mushy, milk that was a bit past the expiration date. A few 
brown spots on broccoli could be overlooked for the sake of using every last bit 
of what we bought.  

Sometimes I wonder how my grandmother approached her broccoli. A great 
chef, her kitchen techniques remain a secret to my mother and me. Did she 
save every last bit of what she had, serving the good with the bad, a remnant of 
her parents’ poverty? Did she take the mushy and bruised, and salvage them 
through her own skills? Was her garbage devoid of produce, no longer a haven 
for stray flies?  

Or, did she take a knife to her produce, shaving away the bad from the good? 
Did she chop at the stems, deeming entire sections inedible from a bit of de-
cay? Did she take on the role of a butcher, dividing entire heads in two? Leaves 
splayed in every which direction, torn from their stem, a cutting board left grue-
some?   

Did she toss the broccoli at the first sight of browning, like she did our family? 
There are entire people in the sprouts she disposes of.  

The same questions fill my mother’s mind. My grandmother provided the soil 
she grew from, fertilized and watered her. But she hacked away at the bloom of 
their relationship just when it came to fruition. She left her there, neglected and 
trodden upon.  

My grandmother has returned for some time now. Fourteen years she has tak-
en a place in my life, and six years she has lived in the old house of her parents, 
even past their deaths. She seems a permanent resident, no longer a guest simply 
passing through. She sends me care packages, and Christmas gifts, and I accept a 
twisted sort of love.  
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I wonder if someday I will be tossed, among the forgotten with my mom, my 
aunt, my cousins, those whose lives she has left as quickly as she arrived. Her 
garbage, filling with produce, misunderstandings, and regret.  

  
2012

“You look just like your mother!”  

A statement met with similar smiles, a similar head tilt, a knowing glance 
between us. When I finally reached her height, women at supermarkets and 
distant relatives alike saw it fitting to inform us of the dispositions that were so 
obvious to the unfamiliar eye. We graciously accepted the comment from strang-
ers whose lives so briefly coincided with our own every day, but responded with 
subtle inquiries to those who had devoted us more of their time. Slim fingers 
and figures, shrinking into ourselves rather than flaunting our excess height. We 
recognized the basics, but it was the “aura” of us both, the traits that were too 
miniscule to pinpoint but cumulated to such similar features, that gave others 
pause.   

Our idea of an “adult” is molded from our earliest caregivers, the adults we 
see all sides of. Through the battles fought and the errors made on both ends, we 
learn to accept the love that is given. Our own rough edges match theirs, and ide-
ally they fit together like two hands—not always a perfect fit, but capable of 
transferring heat and meaningful squeezes.  

It is impossible to look past the flaws of a parent at a certain age. The creeping 
realization that inevitably infects us all crept up on my own mother in elementa-
ry school. Still in pig tails and denim dresses, she lacked the stability in her life 
that other kids seemed accustomed to. The flame of affection could be smothered 
quickly with one misstep. Her mother’s depressive periods hung over the house-
hold and left them both shivering.  

In middle school, I struggle to differentiate myself from my mother. An obses-
sive need to be liked gives rise to anxiety, at a constant simmering deep in our 
stomachs. It is hard to tell what is learned behavior and what is part of my core—
and even harder to know if this difference matters. I begin to gain autonomy 
through studying psychology.  

Textbooks accumulate on my shelves. At 11, I learn to love perusing the pages, 
cramming facts about the mind into my own brain. I sit at our dining room table, 
several open hardbacks laying in front of me.   

My mom wanders over. She silently settles down across from where I sit, 
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and slides a textbook to rest in front of her. Flipping through the pages, she stops 
at mental disorders. Her face is still this time. We sit together in silence, each 
searching for a part of us that has been lost. 

May 2020

We spot new growth adorning the falls as we hike down into the valley my 
mother long ago called home. I accompany my mom and stepdad on their visit 
back to the location where he proposed five years previously. The shade within 
this little pocket of Fairfield Bay is cause enough for us to don jackets and gloves, 
as the beginning of summer has not yet heated our path.   

Following the stream up from this place of bliss, we can just make out the 
house where my great-grandmother once lived. Its siding is a yellowing 
white, peeking out from behind the foliage that walls us in. We gaze up at this 
forbidden house—my mother’s only roots here in Arkansas, and only home in 
memory.   

The house has changed. Once cramped for space, overflowing with suitcases 
and relatives and the smells of Christmas dinner, the house now sits empty and 
larger than before. New rooms have been added, more luxurious than the dingy 
guest rooms, filled to the brim with quilts, ever were. Matching furniture, de-
void of the antiques that, in a way, had become family heirlooms. Clean, perfect, 
clinical.  

My grandmother has now resided in this house for six years—the longest time 
she has ever stayed in one place. She remains there, even after the passing of my 
great-grandmother. And in her absence, she expands the floorplan that my moth-
er explored in her youth. She continues curating our history, tossing the albums 
and artifacts that no longer fit into her conception of our family.   

These guest bedrooms must be for me, as I am the only one who has not been 
banished. I am not yet blocked on social media, and I have yet to receive the 
voicemail that instructs me to never contact her again. I wonder how much space 
I should allow her to take up in my life and my thoughts before she inevitably 
erases me as well.   

We hike back down through the canyon, retracing our steps to the road where 
our car is parked. On the side of a gravel road, three streets down from my 
great-grandmother’s house, it waits to escape this landscape we no longer have 
claim to.   
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November 2020

An evening video call with my mother, turned interview. I have escaped the 
town which has kept me for the first nineteen years of my life—an accomplish-
ment for me, and source of sadness for my mother. She good-naturedly admires 
my pink hair and college apartment, adorned with Halloween decorations and 
Stock Photos.

  
The conversation turns to the essay I am writing. She remarks, surprised, that 

she has been writing her own works with themes of displacement, family, and 
mental illness. We laugh over our similarities in the moment. But it is no surprise 
that we share a drive to define our own existence amongst generational chaos 
when our foremother has left our family broken and scattered.  

One of her essays, her true pride and joy, details the history and creation of 
Fairfield Bay. Although her grandparents were immigrants to this area, she treats 
each founder of this Arkansan paradise as her ancestor. Her childhood is irrevo-
cably intertwined with the house sitting above the waterfall, a monument to the 
normalcy she found in a chaotic upbringing. She writes herself into permanence 
on this property.  

This is the first time we have talked about my grandmother since she cut my 
mother out of her life completely, three months ago. While my mother has been 
dealt this blow two times before, it is the first time I have been alive to witness it. 
Not that there is much to witness. A text message to my mother from my grand-
mother, telling her to never contact my grandmother again. Then silence.   

My mother’s voice is tinged with sadness, but a willingness to divulge her 
story in its entirety. She has grown tired from bearing the weight of my grand-
mother’s illness and emotional abuse. This sudden absence has come as more of 
a relief, a feeling of freedom after many years. However, she still worries about 
the house in Fairfield Bay.  

“I’ve thought about tracking the house to see if it ever goes on the market. In a 
week, she could be gone. And I don’t want the house to be sold or auctioned off.” 
This has been a perpetual worry within our family ever since my great-grand-
mother passed away, and my grandmother became the sole owner of the prop-
erty. The possibility of losing our one family heirloom—one which has served to 
connect generations despite newfound distance, offering a home to the displaced 
among us—has become more of a reality.  

After hours of talking, we say our goodbyes. Our relationship with each other, 
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and with our cousins across the sea, is no longer tied to the physical. We have 
found a space for each other digitally. Still, we mourn the time when congrega-
tion was possible at our previous notions of home. We float, no longer anchored 
by family obligations or physical artifacts.   
  
Now 

A message pops up on my phone. Please call me. – Nana. I am filled with a sense 
of dread as I dial her number. I limited my contact with my grandmother since 
her sudden hostility towards my mother, and scenarios of her cutting off contact 
with me fill my head.   

Her recent Facebook posts show that her friends in Fairfield Bay are also being 
shut out. “Senior Bingo Night has been cancelled PERMANENTLY, effective IM-
MEDIATELY. I didn’t want to do this, but it is clear that I am no longer wanted 
here.” An outsider would think her a victim of hate mail or threats. My moth-
er was unphased upon receiving my screenshot, stating that it simply “fit her 
pattern.” Rejection in the slightest causes catastrophe.  

My grandmother answers and asks me for my father’s current address so she 
can send a birthday card. His address has remained the same for the previous 
fourteen years, but for her, constant movement is the default.   

She tells me that I can come visit. I can bring friends. Her tone has a certain 
desperate quality to it. I agree to see her soon but know I cannot fill the hole she 
has created in her life.  

“You know I love you, kid.” A phrase I have only heard from her twice, both in 
the past three months. There is level of closeness we have always lacked, imped-
ed by my mother’s mistrust and my grandmother’s lack of permanence. I have 
to wonder what is genuine and what is borne of loneliness.   

“I love you too, Nana.”  

For now, my grandmother remains in that house up above the waterfalls. She 
continues to expand it, removing any imperfections from her perception. She has 
created the ultimate isolation for herself.   

I end the phone call, and I cry for her.  
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Who Knows, Maybe It Was Eros?
A Sonnet 

Mary Dann Betbeze

  
I don’t know much of fate or hands of gods  
But I’m not sure I believe in free will.  
I am my own marionettist but  
The strings that move me must come from somewhere.  
  
If I am a puppet master, I know  
The slack must be loose. This is easier.  
The gentlest breeze can launch me off a cliff  
But at least I won’t ruffle a feather.  
  
Sometimes I wonder about this last year.  
My identity shaped by a coin toss,  
But what if it landed the other way?  
Is it still fate if I don’t have a will?  
  
Well, at least I know the one choice I made --  
The one thing I knew -- led me right to you.  
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Eros            Myca Treat
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The Beauty of the Backyard Wrestling League
Quinn Carver Johnson

is that all of us are the champion of something 
& we carry our respective titles, fashioned 
from cardboard, duct tape & thick-tipped markers, 
around our shoulders everywhere we go. 
Logan wore his to school once & someone 
from the amateur wrestling team put him 
in a real triangle choke just to prove a point. 
Logan only brings his belt to the matches now. 
  
Tonight, I am the champion of the kickout, 
no one can keep my shoulders to the grass for three. 
I am the champion of the duck & weave, 
the patron saint of survival, of running away. 
Logan is the champion of the shin kick 
& now, Wyatt is the champion 
of limping his circles, but soon he will be 
the champion of the comeback. 
  
Wyatt had a birthday last week, which means 
his belt is shiny, golden plastic on foam strap— 
He is the champion of birthdays—but Sammy’s dad 
is the one we all really admire. 
  
Sammy’s dad keeps a glass cabinet in the hall 
filled with $1,000 replicas of all the real belts, 
the ones that John Cena & Triple H wear on TV, 
cast in real metal with real leather straps. 
Sammy’s dad won’t let us touch the belts, 
not even his son, but we spend hours 
in front of the case, titling our heads to watch 
the light glint off what we think must be real gold. 
  
But remember I’m the champion of kickouts, 
& remember Logan has gotten frustrated & climbed 
to the top of a plastic pool ladder & dropped 
an elbow, like a blade, right into my sternum, 
so remember I’m out of breath on the back steps 
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when I hear the call in the living room— Sammy’s dad 
getting called into work late driving off in his truck.  
I’m by the back door & the boys are tangled up 
in their own fight, so I slip inside, careful 
not to let the screen slam behind me 
& slide the glass open. The belts 
are colder than you would expect, almost painful 
to the touch, my palms slick with sweat. 
But I was out of breath & hurting 
from the elbow taken earlier, so I had no choice. 
I was the champion of survival. 
  
& the belt was so cold, that’s what Sammy said 
after he turned at the wrong moment & 
I pressed the metal plate into his nose. Of course, 
he cried & cried & bled all over the yard 
& I pulled sorry from my throat like a clown’s 
handkerchief, tied to another sorry & they just 
kept coming up. Of course, we tried to wash 
the blood off the center plate &, of course, 
we tried to put it back right where it had been 
& of course, we never said anything about it again. 
  
& tonight I have been crowned 
the champion of something unnamable 
that cannot be scrubbed clean.
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River Rats
Hannah Diggs

We were born to be river  
rats. The constant movement, flow,  
bringing bounce into our dirt-poor,  
stationary, rural lives. Lake people  
  
pay to make the water move for them.  
They’d walk on it if their divinity matched  
their confidence. River people like us go   
with the current. Lake people have the privilege  
  
of ignoring the current. The now. The river of my  
youth—The Caddo—dried up in the hottest days  
of summer. Rarely imposing, it didn’t ever seem  
a threat. A few casualties, but its ebb and  
  
flow was usually bounce and sweetness. My new  
river, the Arkansas—what a name dear—is so wide,  
Expansive, no ebb or flow, only forwards and through.   
After my kayak capsized for the first time on one of those  
  
watermelon stick and sunscreen stench youthful summer days, I   
didn’t want to get back in the boat. My brother, straw hat  
and sunglasses, leaned over and said “We are river people.   
We fight to stay afloat, but the bank is never very far.”  
  
I drained my boat and climbed aboard, humming a CCR  
song and knowing that, though my feet weren’t grounded,  
sometimes it was best to let the earth carry me along.  
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Take Me to Your Brother                     Bethanie Gourley
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Joey
Savanna Bader

 
Joey’s grandmother always said he was an old soul. “Joseph, you’ve got the soul 
of a painter and a heart of gold,” she’d cough out. Usually when she said this, 
she had his cheeks smushed between her palms, which were weathered from 
years and years of rolling pasta dough and washing laundry. They weren’t exact-
ly soft. Joey had to keep himself from wincing. 

“Heart of gold my ass,” his father would grunt from the recliner. His father, 
unlike his grandmother, had caught Joey fighting with the neighborhood kids. 
Again. He had practically carried Joey like a kitten to the nearest boxing gym. His 
father didn’t acknowledge the blood dripping from his nose or that the collar of his only 
nice shirt was now stained.  

“Jesus, Joseph. On a Sunday?” Joey didn’t say anything; he couldn’t look his 
father in the eye and could only stare at the dirtied laces of his tennis shoes. His 
father sighed. “If you’re going to fight, you might as well learn to do it well.”  

Joey, to his credit, did learn to fight well. In fact, Joey was very, very good at box-
ing. He stopped getting into fights with Henry and the other boys—their forms 
were horrible anyway—and started going to the boxing ring. When he made a 
fist, he thought of his father. It was cathartic in a way that throwing blind punch-
es at kids half his size could never be. 

One night, Joey decided he was no longer a boxer. It took him months to come to 
this decision. He was tired of ducking and dodging and throwing punches, even 
if his coach, Tony, would give him quick nods of approval.  

“Good, Joseph. Good,” Tony said. He kept the boxing pads up high. They never 
wavered. Joey couldn’t see Tony’s face because the boxing pads were so high. 
Joey threw another punch. 

Boxing practice was always like this. That night Joey decided that enough was 
enough. He wasn’t sure why, but something clicked inside of him. He threw a 
punch. He thought about the ocean and collecting shells with his grandmother 
back when his father wasn’t angry, and they could take day trips. He thought 
about the hard ridges of shells. 

“It can take maybe six years to make one of these things,” his grandmother told 
him. “Sea snails are like that. Six years to make a home—how about that?” 
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Another punch. And another, but this one wasn’t satisfactory. “You’re slipping, 
Joseph,” Tony chided. “Gotta focus.” Joey nodded and punched and hatched out 
his plan.  

Late at night after his grandmother kissed his forehead goodnight and his father 
fell asleep in front of the tv, a beer can nuzzled in his fist, Joey slipped out into 
the dark. He jogged past his gym to the beach. The smell of sea spray greeted 
his nose and he shrugged off his hoodie so he’d have somewhere clean to sit. 
He let his hands sink into the sand and watched as the miniscule pieces of shell 
and rock mix with the black and blue bruises that danced along his knuckles. In 
the ring, he felt rage. Out here, where the waves come and go and the stars look 
close enough to catch in his palms, he feels like maybe he can always feel calm. 
He feels like maybe he’s gentler.  

His plan is this: he’s going to run away. He decided that night after his realiza-
tion at his session with Tony. Every day he wakes up early and jogs to the gym. 
Then he goes to school. Then he comes home, tired, and helps his grandmother 
peel potatoes or cut carrots. Then his father comes home, angry. They eat dinner. 
Joey goes to bed. It takes time to make a home, so he better start now.  

“You have the soul of a painter…” His grandmother said that statement so mat-
ter-of-factly. He pulls his hands from the sand and stares at his bruised knuck-
les. How can he have the soul of a painter when he has the hands of a boxer? 
He doesn’t even know how to draw, let alone paint. The answer, he began to 
realize, wouldn’t be clear cut.  

The moon tonight is large and tonight he doesn’t stop his finger from tracing the 
shape of a seashell. There are no seashells at this beach; it’s more of a civil obsta-
cle than a tourist destination. He traces the image so gently in the sand and the 
action sparks something within him, even if the shape is simple like a circle. His 
other hand reflexively reaches for his bus ticket. It takes time, making a home, 
and everyone has to start somewhere.
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Night at King’s (National Park Radio)
Hannah Diggs

 
The lead singer used to   
be a soldier straight out of  
Braveheart. Thick, red beard—  
thick, freckled skin. He sang  
with the power of a Scottish   
Patriot desperate for vengeance.  
  
The backup singer used to be  
a WWII nurse. She sang with the  
Desperation of someone with a   
thousand lives on her hands and   
a thousand breaths to take on their  
behalf.  
  
The sickly guitarist came from the  
Middle Ages. He was a Brit, pale and   
Sorrowful. Barely twenty, would likely  
not see his thirties. He never knew   
where in the crowd to look when he wasn’t   
fiddling with his banjo, his only purpose,   
finding serenity in what was in front of him.  
  
His foot thudded, triggering the rhythm. A suitcase  
disguised as a drum. If he played just the right  
tune, he might be borne into his past, or a   
new timeline he’d learn to love. As long  
as he could keep      the rhythm      he had  
Hope to someday find the past where exists  
his love.  
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Alan Turing: Trial
MiKayla Millard

 
Sitting on the bench 
Running numbers in my mind. 
It’s something to do 
While judge and jury stare down 
Trying to make things add up.  
 
I saw the pages 
In passing; my lawyer says 
It’s open and shut. 
A clean line, an obscure phrase: 
“Gross indecency,” it says.  

 Somewhere, a man makes 
Rhythms with his hands across 

My chest, and I count 
The way his heart beats: for me 

The way my heart beats: for him 
The word “guilty” drops 
Out of my mouth to their ears 
Like a bomb. But that 
Would have made too much sense: they 
Only liked me during war.  
 
I shut down before 
I can make my argument: 
Was it indecent 
When I was useful to you? 
When I made sense of nonsense? 

A day full of codes 
Breaking letters open and 

Watching the marrow 
Spill out — show me what hides there, 

The meaning behind two tongues. 

But that old excuse 
Won’t cut it this time. I sit 
And try to decode 
The lines of the judge’s face: 
Is it fear, sir? Pity, sir? 
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the providence of filth
Madeleine Castator

| 
the rind of neglected oranges gives 

under fingertip pressure 
in the dark cradle the subtle mycelium 

the festering pits of once-sweet juice 
the blue velvet the black spores 

cradle it as apology as plea as child and crush 
against your cold palm your intact skin 

let it slough through the monument of your fingers. 
decay-aged nectar glutted  

and blooming with little lives 

Think yourself immune to filth.  
Picture your moral line, uncrossed. 
You have one.  
A sure, sanctified boundary which  
you may near from  
laziness exhaustion dim inertia but 
there is a mess you won’t abide. 
Some indignity you will   
pits of mold or infestations or 
the junk mail that follows you  
through every home. You 
are immune to true filth. It won’t touch you. 

the rats in the walls dance love notes to you in 
gnawing code and leave tinsel across the kitchen 

breakfast floor because meals are shared with family.  
the children know your 

scent steps voice habits like you know the sun 
and though they shy from sight, from radiating hate 
and the mutagenic spear of disgust they still choose  

you and your home and your skin-rich bed 
and they still want to share 
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||
Like any good downward spiral, begin in  
increments.  lapse allow vigilance is 
so tiresome, but watch your line limpen 
The cup out of place stares until 
it nods to sleep milk-drunk warmth-curdled happy 
and you join that contentment. Just a nap. Just a rest. 
You are in the dust on the floor, the hair in the drain 
the flies that spawn from discarded tampons the 
unwashed hands the dead skin inhaled from 
comforting pillows the film on your teeth the  
line. is still there. corroded and buckling.  
you have dignity. morality. it is contingent on 
domain and yours is still in your life-desert hands.  
you still have hands and intact skin and and an 
untoppled monument and filth will not touch you.   

fingers legs and pinchers run through your hair 
and make home in the follicles of your scalp 

grow strong on your blood and not all the oil 
bleach or acid in the world will smite that which 

spreads in waves through shared brushes 
and deep hugs. ants traverse the cabinets for sugar 

building from the ground in a home 
they crunch bitter between your teeth where 

cereal refused to release them  
they follow chemical trails to map the world 

and those pheromones make your maw 
the next tight squeeze to endure 

all the old world is buried and labrynthial 
for the chitin-hardy meek 
restoration can delay an end or the dry chew 
of time unlapsing, but mold and moths make 
ahistorical contributions to anything gracious enough 
to lie down beneath the blessing of humidity and  
shade. be kind. this is a body. take it and watch 
transubstantiation take extracellular place. this is  
blood. the white bloodcells will finally know love and  
be wanted in a language of devouring.  
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/// 
just a lapse. just a slip. just a mutual  agreement 
to rest rather than struggle to share rather than  hoard 
the carpet is made from scabs  peel up and see inflammation   

fever-drunk on successive life  and long-lost family 
the providence of filth is to topple, to rot  

foundations and bring low any many-celled tower 
back to the earth and rich wormed soil 

the bugs are so so so so so so so lonely for you 
unremembered times know that we were  happy 

humbled and friendly  with our infestations with our 
pests bloodied and  consumed in turn    was it agriculture?   was  

it sealed clay pots spoiled wine was it copper was it hateful 
three-carboned alcohols an industry the  

lies on what it clean what is good what is hale  the supremacy the hate towards hu-
mility  

ownership? what was it that made us terrible at sharing? 
little lives are me and always have been but we are so cruel to other little 

lives that would like to live with us  who make us warm who stall  the scent of 
decay who hasten us  towards  peace   

to new life  to beginnings  ends 
filth wins.  you can’t kill the eager  

adaptability of that which wishes to  
live with you 
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Fearful, Wonderful
Lily Bay

  
The seagull boys are diving on the cliffs above my head,  
Gangly limbs twisting as they spread their arms wide  
I want to be the red flush on their chests from hitting  
The roiling waves, the white of their grins as they shake  
The water from their faces.  
My therapist tells me to practice starfish positions on the floor,   
Spreading my limbs out and curling back in, practicing  
What it feels like to make space for myself in the world.  
I hate pushing myself into the space where I have the right  
To belong, I hate asking  
My body what it wants because I do not have the strength to give  
It what it asks for, what it needs.  
My mother knows how to ask  
Sundays are the ring of heels on wood floors, hairspray and pearls,  
The oxblood leather of bibles   
My mother and the pastor say that god knows everything anyway  
But I cup my hands around my secrets:   
I am frantically afraid of myself-  
I carry glass bones-  
Someday they will burst and sink deep into the meat of me-  
Dutifully, I repeat  
I am fearfully and wonderfully made1  
I stare at the fine blonde hair on the backs of my mother’s forearms  
The tiny veins in her eyelids  
The way she sways as if she’s dancing with god  
I’ll praise you in this storm  
And I will lift my hands2  
When I hold my hands out, I keep my nails tucked into my palms  
I am a little short on wonder and so, so full of fear   
Moses split the waves with a wave of a hand, god’s hand behind his  
When I spread my hands, what do I hold? nothing   
But the pinpricks of my own selfish fear, my refusal  
To make myself jump from a higher place  
And land in the waves of myself  
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bit·ter·sweet
Samantha Huckabay

 
bit·ter·sweet adj. Pleasure accompanied by suffering or regret; As when thick 
summer air cocoons your palms and shoulders before the bittersweet moment of 
silence, not completely, as the world continues to turn but you’re glued to the 
hoary cement, looking up at the sky and seeing no signs of change, and this in-
evitable moment was undeserving and unfortunate and impersonal, and your 
body is beginning to build a brick wall around your heart, but you yearn for 
true, unique pain, a feeling you might not ever experience again, a once in a life-
time opportunity, but why now and why you - some moments were designed 
for you, but you can only blame yourself for standing with your decrepit shoes 
and non-existent tears as you watch the orange sky turn black, and you stay the same. 
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Answer, Please.
Hannah Diggs

 
“Don’t worry! Blemishes come and go all the time. Just give it a week or two 

and I guarantee it will disappear,” said my family doctor in January of 2016, five 
months before a dermatologist diagnosed my father with malignant melanoma 
that had already spread to his lymph nodes. 

When my dad had a 4 by 8 inch rectangle of tissue removed from his back I sat 
in the waiting room, staring at the same page of Anna Karenina. I never finished 
it. During my sophomore year, Quiz Bowl bench warming became my only 
solace. Before the summer matches started, I had become responsible for all the 
household chores, as well as taking responsibility for funneling off the emotional 
baggage that came with my dad’s diagnosis. My Quiz Bowl team won third that 
summer. I forgot that my dad moved in and out of surgery waiting rooms, and I 
decided that I wanted to become a viable member of the Quiz Bowl team because 
carrying my household’s “team” exhausted me. 

After a beautifully distracting first day of junior year, I hopped off the bus 
and bustled through the door with a small mountain of flashcards. Mom wasn’t 
home. My mother was somewhere in the succession of writing twenty-five page 
papers about social work, cleaning up after troubled children for little money, 
or talking to troubled children to keep our household afloat. My adult brothers, 
Will and Andy, were so far removed from our daily life. Now it was just us. My 
dad looked up from his sad armchair that had rips up the side from his cat’s 
wrath. He rarely left that chair anymore. 

“Hey Hannah, will you bring me a piece of that diabetic friendly cake?” he 
asked. 

“What makes it diabetic friendly?” 

“I’m eating it and I’m a diabetic,” he chirped. He had treatment earlier that 
day, so I conceded. I dumped the dusty cards on my bedroom floor, the cleanest 
room in the house, and grabbed him a piece of cake. I immediately headed back 
to my room to dig into the “Literary Facts and Plots” cards. King Lear died of 
grief over the death of his daughter Cordelia sat at the top of the stack. 

“Hannah, get in here and watch something on the tv that I can take a nap to, 
and, whatever you do,” he gestured to the couch. “Don’t disturb that dog.”  
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“Can’t!” I called from one room over. “I’m studying.” 

His voice cracked. “Hannah, please come in here and tell me about your day?” 

I sat down beside my sad blancmange of a dog, Ruby. Her coat used to be vibrantly 
red, but she had so much gray now. Just like the man sitting in the tattered armchair 
across from me. 

“Hey, did you know that Agatha Christie just disappeared once and they think 
she might have done it to sell more books?” 

“I’ve heard that before,” he said, voice dripping with sorrow. “Why don’t we 
watch a Poirot like we used to? All the old one’s are free on YouTube.” 

“I’ll probably just study, but I’ll be in and out,” I lied through my teeth as I 
headed to my room for the night.  

___

As the seasons changed, I almost forgot that my dad’s epidermis plotted to kill 
him day in and day out. I quickly mastered the literature cards and moved onto 
the art cards. His cancer quickly spread throughout his lymph nodes and worked 
to move through his body. He had treatments every Friday. Sometimes my older 
brothers came to sit with him. I wouldn’t know. I kept busy learning that Paul 
Gauguin abandoned his wife and kids to move to Tahiti and paint full time. 
These facts and figures led my team and I to State Finals where our tiny public 
school would battle it out against Haas Hall Academy. It would be televised. 

I woke up at an ungodly hour, hopped from my car to the bus to a waiting 
room in the back of the studio. If I could feel anything anymore, it was anxious. 
My teammate who sat by me in the lineup, Mason, gave me a pep talk. With 
nervous footsteps wearing shoes that were far too uncomfortable, I walked 
across the stage and took my seat on the end. I saw both of my parents’ faces in 
the crowd. Being here displayed sacrifice on both of their parts, but they desper-
ately wanted to be a part of this life outside of the house that I’d made for myself. 
My dad smiled. His treatments’ side effects were invisible. They didn’t make 
him lose his hair, but I could see the tiredness in his eyes incessantly. He gave a 
thumbs up for good luck.  

The back and forth began. We fell behind. I missed a question. I almost cried. 
Mason told me to snap out of it. We spiraled up. Lightning Round: Pulitzer Fic-
tion. I knew them all. I blinked and we had a shiny new piece of hardware, a fat 
check, and the promise of State rings. Mason turned and hugged me, exuberant. 
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My cheek left a makeup stain on his white shirt. A smile naturally spread across 
my face. An outsider might even say I beamed. However, as I looked out at all 
of the faces of faculty, friends, and family with pride visible through their skin, I 
realized that I felt nothing. I hadn’t felt anything since the day of the diagnosis. 
I pretended that feelings weren’t real and focused on facts and logic and things 
that I could control. I had wasted a year of my life. 

As I walked offstage, a lucid dreamer, two extraterrestrial arms, so foreign, 
embraced me. “Good job Hannah Banana,” his voice whispered in my ear. “I’m 
making a special dinner for you tonight.” 

___

I called Will. My much older brother held the titles of former Arkansas Quiz 
Bowl State Champion and current pastor, father, and professor. I told him that I 
couldn’t do this alone anymore. I needed to be able to feel again, and I couldn’t 
do that without support. He told me to come to my dad’s next treatment and he 
would be there too. 

Actually, the whole family showed up. We took up all of the guest chairs in the 
cancer treatment center. We joked and reminisced and planned to go to Waffle 
House after the machine finished pumping mystery miracle fluid in my dad’s 
port.  

I sat at that halfway clean Waffle House booth with my dad and my brothers 
and my sister-in-law and my mother and my niece and my waffle with peanut 
butter. Will grabbed my deck of cards. 

“What do we have here?” he mumbled. “Presidential Facts. This 36th President 
underwent a secret skin cancer removal.”  

“LBJ,” I began to say. 

“Lyndon Banes Johnson,” my dad proclaimed from the head of the table. He 
smiled hesitantly. “He survived it, and we will too.”
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For the Culture                                    Adaja Cooper
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To be held / amy said to play it again
Hannah Samuel

 
Blake used to say we 
were too significant to 
not screw our lives up 
And with my mouth to the pipe 
I believed him at the time 
 

and now the damage 
has become my strange, holy 
addiction -and here 
I am on the bathroom floor 
hands filled with blood and sorrow 

It’s hard not to live 
in the past when the present 

is rubbish and the 
future is like a half-smoked 

Cigarette exuding a  
 

toxic vapor mist 
that when exhaled rises 

into B flats and 
C chords, broken promises 

i mend and form into songs 
When i turned twenty 
I asked my father if life 
gets any worse than 
this and he said it “only 
gets harder from here, my dear” 
 

so when my friends say 
“No need to live past thirty” 
I begin to think 
they make a good point that there’s 
nothing past that to live for. 

Now i’m twenty-four 
and out of songs and cigs, and 

the shakes are starting 
to consume me again and 

i wonder why my voice no 
 

longer sounds when i 
call out for him    and why the 

keys don’t play in tune 
and the crowds become fewer 
and the band begins to    fade. 

 
My cousin once said 
“Go and take an espresso 
between the shots to 
keep yourself awake” and i 
find that to be the motto 
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for my drunken life
which is now a constant bar- 
hop From one joint to 
the next more disappointing 
than the one that came before. 

Amy, amy. I 
screamed out my own name, broken 

So i left a note 
said “Hey Mum, I’m still trying 

I hope that’s OK” and she 
 

left a voicemail 
the next day begging me to 

turn away from the 
Demons that drive me mad and 

tempt my soul, but i said no.  
I could sing i could 
Play i could dance i could h o l d 
Onto those dreams that 
drifted me here on the tail 
end of a red speckled kite 
 

Yet i sit in the 
wake between  living and just 
   merely existing 
Waiting and waiting for some- 
One or some-Thing to hold me. 

Every show feels 
the same until i end the 

Night in another 
Stranger’s bed that’s not my own 

where i pretend to be held 
 

enough to where the 
Need is satisfied but they’re 

not too close to know 
the innerworkings of my 

Soul, a place where no one goes. 

 

Drink one for me Joe, 
Frank, and Dean you know the whole 
damn routine, smoke it
all down to the filter but 
don’t let it get your eyes 
 

But I’m no good at 
Pretending and I don’t have 
To act drunk if I’m 
On my fifth drink, so Play it 
again, Sam, every time, play. 
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Helen
Natalie Carter

I awoke last night and thought the storm blew you in.   
Mistook my room for the little shack you and I bought   
when I was 16 and you were 21: the one with the broken shutters.   
   
I thought the storm blew you in and my shoulders shrank up   
as if throwing my heart towards God would keep me from loving you   
or as if I’d ever done anything but love God and love you.   
   
My shoulders shrank up and my granddaughter’s toes tip-tapped past my room.   
I see her awake late sometimes and listen for the door to click open,   
Clutching my prayer beads and praying for her safety.   
   
My granddaughter’s toes tip-tapped past my room, but I did not hear her.   
She must be as good at sneaking as you were, Manuel,   
enchanted by the moon and the excitement in the night.   
   
I did not hear as she climbed into bed in the earliest morning   
even after her parents locked the door behind her absence.   
There’s something about loving a drifter that always leaves a way back in.   
   
She climbed into bed in the earliest morning and I thanked God she was back.   
Back and with me– as you never were.   
Still though, I will pray for your safety while I am here. 

Persephone        Myca Treat
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Persephone                                      Myca Treat
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Grandma’s House
A tribute to Cecily Tyson

A Grandma we never knew we needed

Makenzie Henderson 

Layla sits crisscrossed on the lawn, clutching the grass, while the sun beamed 
down on her skin. She deeply inhaled the fresh air and slowly exhaled before 
twisting around to look at her grandmother’s house. It stands silently on the 
hill. Watching. Looking over the entire neighborhood. She saw that the white 
letters of the welcome mat were beginning to turn a dark brown color. Be-
hind her grandma’s house, she saw that the white roofs of the other hous-
es were streaked with jagged lines of brown. Two birds settled on one of the 
rooftops. Their chirps were soft, almost as if they are afraid of disturbing the 
quiet atmosphere.  There was a breeze that shuffled through the houses, grazing 
hollow floors, while whisking past picture frames filled with youthful memories, 
leaving them rocking slowing along the wooden walls.  

The wind reaches her grandmother’s house, and its deep whistle can be 
heard throughout the vacant hallways, causing small creeks in the floor. It 
glides past the old furniture. Layla, feeling the wind rush out of her grand-
mothers house and tickle her neck, rises and makes her way inside of the house. The 
first thing she sees is her grandma’s old green chair. Tiny bits of cotton spill out from the 
chair and onto the floor. Layla remembers how her grandmother used to sit in the green 
chair observing her and her cousins as they played with one another; laughing, giggling, 
and telling hushed secrets.  

Layla lets out a sigh and continues to travel through the house. She stops at 
the kitchen and sniffs the air. She thought she could smell the sweet scent of the 
pound cakes her granny used to bake. Pound cakes were her granny’s pride and 
joy. She put every ounce of love into the cakes that she fixed for everyone. She 
would be in the kitchen for hours, making sure that the cakes tasted perfect. 

 
Layla shakes her head and curses herself for imagining things, then walks out 

the kitchen. The big indent on the wall in the living room stares at Layla, forcing 
her to bring back the memories of when her cousin ran into the wall headfirst, 
leaving his mark on grandmother’s house forever. Grandma used to chase them 
through the house, swiveling between the couches and weaving through the 
kitchen to catch Layla and her cousins. “Grandma, grandma!” They used to yell, 
teasing her before disappearing into one of the bedrooms.  
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Layla chuckles to herself and smiles. She heads for the hallways and steps 
on the one wooden plank that creeks when walked on. It made a loud sound 
that startled Layla for a second, then triggered the memory of her attempting to 
sneak out one night to go to a party. She was a sophomore in high school and her 
friends were throwing a party after the basketball game. The party was on the 
Saturday that she would be at her grandma’s house. She knew her grandmother 
would not let her go, so she didn’t even bother asking. She decided to sneak out 
that night. She peaked her head out of the guest room to make sure the hallway 
was clear. Then, slowly tiptoed out of her room into the hallway. Two steps from 
making it outside the door, the loose floorboard creaked loudly. Layla froze and 
closed her eyes. The lights turned on and there stood her grandmother in her 
robe and headscarf blocking the front door. She shook her head and said, “Lay, 
where do you think you are going?” Layla was still frozen in her crouching 
position. She did not want to look her grandmother in the eye. She whispered, 
“Nowhere.” Her grandmother responded, “You are absolutely right,” and 
pointed towards the guest room, signaling Layla to retreat there. Layla already 
knew where her grandmother was pointing, so she turned around and shuffled 
back into her room, embarrassed and relieved at the same time. 

Now, Layla stands in that exact same spot, thinking about the numerous 
ways that her grandmother could have reacted. Moving through the house, once 
again, she makes her way into her grandmother’s room, Layla’s safe haven. 

A place that brings her a sense of peace and warmth. A place she could go 
when she needed to be comforted. There are pictures on the walls of Layla with 
her cousins, and there are pictures of her mom and aunts. The king size bed 
sits in the middle of the room neatly made and beckons Layla to come to it. She 
goes and sits on it, closing her eyes and feeling the soft comforter. She picks up 
one of the pillows and sniffs it. It still smells like her, she thought. Then caresses 
and coddles the pillow like a baby. Leaning back on the bead, she thinks back to 
how her grandmother was always there to hold her whenever she needed to be 
held.  

Layla remembers the lullabies her grandmother used to sing to her on all 
those sleepless nights when she would be up wrestling with her thoughts before 
giving up and running to her grandmother’s room. Every time Layla had trouble 
falling asleep her grandmother did as well. They would provide comfort for each 
other. Her grandmother would sing, “Swing low” and soon after Layla would 
feel herself falling asleep.  

Laying in her grandmother’s empty bed, she began to hum the tune 
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of “Swing low” and could hear her grandmother singing it. She turned over and 
thought, Am I really going to do this? She rose from the bed and went to the dresser, re-
membering why she was here. She opened the old rusty drawer, and a puff of dust came 
streaming out. She quickly dug through the papers, coming across a few pictures 
from her childhood before finding the piece of paper that would be the solution 
for a lot of her problems while simultaneously creating even more problems. This 
piece of paper had the power to preserve as well as to destroy. A lot was on the 
line for Layla and she began to really feel the gravity of her decision. Well, there is 
no going back now, she thought. She closed the drawer and stared at the one piece 
of paper that felt like it weighed a ton. Suddenly, it seemed like the temperature 
began to rise. She wiped the sweat from her forehead and fanned her underarms.  

She started to regret her decision and realized it was made on a whim. She 
did not give it much thought. The only thing that was on her mind was the 
immediate benefits instead of the long-term consequences. She did not consid-
er everything she could lose. Her heart started to beat faster and faster and she 
started feeling like she was about to faint. Breathe, Breathe. Maybe I can take back 
my decision. 

As she was thinking, she heard the engine of the car getting closer and closer 
before it completely stopped. A car door slammed, and somebody banged on 
the door three times. Layla stood motionless. She tried to catch her breath and 
recollect her thoughts. 

It is too late to change my decision, Layla told herself. She started to walk out of 
her haven with her shoulders hunched over and her head down. She stopped 
at the doorframe of the bedroom and turned around to get one last look at 
her grandmother’s bedroom before turning and leaving the bedroom. 

 As she walked down the hallway, she ran her fingers along the walls silently saying 
goodbye. She opened the front door and Mr. Hucklebee, the real estate agent, stood 
towering over here. Layla looks at him and defeatedly says, “Hi, Mr. Hucklebee, 
I would rather do this outside.” Mr. Hucklebee turns and exits. Before closing the 
door to exit, Layla for the last time scans the house where most of her memories were 
formed and where her grandmother’s presence lingered and closes the door.  
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for my drunken life 
which is now a constant bar- 
hop From one joint to 
the next more disappointing 
than the one that came before. 
 

Amy, amy. I 
screamed out my own name, broken 

So i left a note 
said “Hey Mum, I’m still trying 

I hope that’s OK” and she 
 

left a voicemail 
that next day begging me to 

turn away from the 
Demons that drive me mad and 

tempt my soul, but i said no. 
 

 
I could sing i could 
Play i could dance i could h o l d 
Onto those dreams that 
drifted me here on the tail 
end of a red speckled kite 
 
Yet i sit in the 
wake between  living and just 
  merely existing 
Waiting and waiting for some- 
One or some-Thing to hold me. 
 

Every show feels 
the same until i end the 

Night in another 
Stranger’s bed that’s not my own 

where i pretend to be held 
 

My cousin once said 
“Go and take an espresso 
between the shots to 
keep yourself awake” and i 
find that to be the motto 
 

for my drunken life 

Faded Reflection                 Zion Fletcher
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Parasympathetic Blue
Lily Bay
 
My sister tried to drown me six summers ago  
On a day the sky was so blue I thought it would cool  
The dizzying heat of her riptide-angry moods  
She sat on the herringbone deck, laughing  
This is your brain on drugs  
As she dug a knife into the crimped heart pit of a peach,  
Juice allowed to dry on her skin, gold on gold,  
I lingered near the ladder, watching  
As she tired of the dissection, crashed   
Into the water, sending plumes of wet onto the concrete,  
So hot it swallowed the waves whole  
For a while we floated, hunted golf balls in the yard,  
Chunked them into the pool, letting them roll to the bottom,  
To the drain at the deepest part of the pool  
She held a ball in her hand, red and gold logo kissing her palm  
Race you down  
I got there first, closed my fist around the over-large pearl  
As I started to rise, my lungs jolted, the half-familiar   
Sensation of expecting oxygen and an inhale and then  
Her hands and then her feet on my shoulders,  
Using me as a ladder to the surface  
All I knew was the muted flutter-drag of my legs kicking  
All blue vision as I sucked in water for getting there first  
When you submerge your face under water, your heartbeat  
Slows. I read about it later in a textbook: mammalian dive response  
Did my panic chase the pulse of the water?  
Finally at the surface, she looked away as I retched water   
Tasting chlorine and a shame I didn’t have a name for  
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Brumous              Meredith Taylor
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Feather                  Grace Capooth
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Separation Anxiety
Kylie Nora Brophy

Four and a half hours after he left for his four-
hours-ten-minutes-long drive, she started writing 
his obituary. When he called her fifteen minutes 
later to say that he was home safe, she hung it on 
the wall in her closet next to the others because 
it was too good to scrap, and closed the door. 
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Golden Hour
Sidra Hanson

 
If you blink, you’ll miss it; golden hour always seems to happen at the most 

inopportune time of day. It does not feel so charming when you’re dragging 
your feet after a long day and just want to sit down in your car, and surprise sur-
prise, you’ve left your sunglasses on the kitchen counter at home, your way home 
is due west, and you forgot the radio is broken. It doesn’t make it easy when you 
have a pot simmering on a stove and you’re rereading the instructions on your 
laptop of a recipe you’ve closed the tab on already (three times now, you hate to 
admit), and a rectangle of light slants on your cutting board parallel to the knife, 
reminding you what color is. You want to run outside, but you’re so hungry, 
and you aren’t supposed to leave the stove alone when it’s on, right? There are 
always a million reasons that you are tired and busy, and surely it will be back 
tomorrow, and surely you will have time then.  

When you do catch the hour, though, you wonder what would happen if you 
didn’t spend so much time feeling bad for all the other times. Some days, you’re 
already in your car, and the sunlight sweetens; it’s behind you or warming the 
side of your face, and you’re driving through fields of yellow and brown on your 
way home or chasing it between buildings in town. The world reddens and ting-
es just right, and you take on its depth, feeling like you could be in a movie right 
now, like you want to jump out of the car with arms wide open, seeking nothing 
but the sun, saying touch me, too. You could be anywhere here, in another coun-
try, perhaps, and maybe one day, you will really see one. Today, though, you are 
content with driving, with feeling warm and full.  
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 Other days, you are eating dinner, kitchen quiet behind you, and the hour 
glows so orange that you run outside with a camera, pointing it at everything 
and nothing and marveling at how a tiny universe of glass, plastic, and mirrors 
takes on what you can see. You move through the bigger, more complex universe 
of carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, dirt, and fire; you finally understand light, and the 
camera bouncing on your chest acts as an eye outside of your eye. You enjoy how 
the sun makes the trees glow ethereally and blurs them at the edges, and you ad-
mire how it takes your shadow and throws it behind you carelessly. You see the 
gentlest slopes of people’s faces in this light. They look like children, and yet they 
are so old, the oldest they’ve ever been. They also glow, like angels, you think, 
but earthly. You can touch a person.  

It’s in these moments that you feel relief, and you realize there’s more to the 
world than you thought. You never noticed the streaks of violet and blue in grass 
before. You’ve never so wished before that you could fly, that you might wind 
white clouds around your hands. As old as she is, the world is sweet and fresh. 
The encroaching dusk and chill bring the busyness back, and you remember all 
the things you have to do. You preoccupy yourself with grabbing a jacket and 
some coffee on your way to the library later. But as you see a last streak of gold 
fade across a building, you know that you’ll see it again.

Jorja                             Adaja Cooper
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Jorja                                                                                    Adaja Cooper
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The Thing in Your Closet
Annemarie Bennett

You don’t know how it got in there. One day your closet only contained Vel-
cro sneakers and flip flops and clothes sorted by season, the next there’s a Thing 
in it. Your mom can’t see it and refers to it as your imaginary friend, your dad 
tells you that it’s training to be the monster under your bed, but you can see it. 
This isn’t something in your head, it’s real, and it has taken up residence in your 
closet.  

For the first week you can’t catch a good look at it. It’s extremely fast and it 
darts somewhere between the shadows in the corners whenever you throw the 
door open and turn on the lights. But you can still hear its raspy breaths. It also 
smells like death. Or, you assume it does. Your only basis for what death smells 
like is the time a possum died under the porch when you were four. 

One night when you’re trying to sleep you smell it. Usually you can only smell 
it when you open the door, but tonight you smell it while you are buried under 
your blankets in the dark. You slowly creep out of bed and walk to your dresser 
where your flashlight sits. If the big room light is turned on the Thing will run 
away to the shadows again. You figure your flashlight is small enough that you 
can get a better look. You are scared, but if you went to get your parents, you 
wouldn’t get to look and, in that moment, you want to look more than anything. 

Right about when you grab your flashlight you realize something important: 
there’s something wet on your floor, oozing out from behind the closet door. You 
flick your flashlight on and see something red and thick. It looks like pools and 
pools of blood. The most blood you’ve ever seen was when you scraped your 
knee playing tag at recess. This is a lot more blood. You go to find some band 
aides.  

You return and turn the flashlight on and set it on the floor. Then, you open 
the closet door slowly and see it for the first time. It seems to be around the size 
of a big dog. When it comes to legs there are somewhere around eight to twelve, 
so it looks a bit like a large spider. It has about a hundred eyes or so, all over it, 
squinting from the light. The blood seems to be coming from a giant cut on its 
back. You suppose a bigger Thing got it. You put a band aide on it, and it lets 
you. Your parents don’t notice the blood in the morning. You eventually clean it 
up with paper towels.  

A couple weeks after that night it disappears, as Things tend to do, you tell 
yourself. You feel best thinking that it got better and went back to the other 
Things that dart between shadows, safe from the bigger Things that bite.    
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Rose Boy
Anna Bivens

They say that if a house is on fire and a woman has to choose between her 
child and another—her husband, her lover—she would choose the child.

What if I told you I would choose differently?

What do you think of me now?

One gray morning, on another of my lonely walks to the harbor where a fine 
mist hangs over everything like a spiderweb, I encountered a woman on the path 
who looked just like me. Well, the better version of me. The peacoat she wore 
was lined with a velvety black fur. Minx, just like I’d always wanted. A heavy 
wedding band glittered on her perfectly manicured finger. I shoved my bare 
hands, nails bitten, in the pockets of my windbreaker. Her hair bounced in per-
fect ringlets. Mine hung limp.

“See anything you like?” 

 I blinked. We were alone on the path. Even the sea was empty, not a boat in 
sight—all tethered away to weather what the TV had warned would be a historic 
storm. I blinked again, and still she stood there, smiling expectantly.     

Now think back to the fire. The house belches black smoke. Trapped inside, 
the woman’s husband, her lover. I have neither. Trapped inside, the baby. I have 
been pregnant once, though I didn’t know it until I spontaneously miscarried 
into the toilet. With an aquarium net I fished it out and collected what I could of 
it in a mason jar, which I buried in the front lawn beneath my heirloom roses. 

I looked at her glowing skin, her rosy cheeks, the suggestive protrusion of her 
abdomen beneath the coveted peacoat.  

“A baby,” I said, then regretted it.

She withdrew from her coat a sachet and gave it to me. “Mix this with the 
flesh of your own. In the morning, you will have what you want.” 

With that, she turned on her heel and disappeared into the fog. I couldn’t help 
but gape after her for a minute. The sachet felt awkward, too warm, in my hand. 

At home I stood in my yard with a trowel and dug through my perfect roses. 
The rain came first in a drizzle, then in unrelenting sheets, soaking through my 
windbreaker and plastering my hair to my neck. I tore through roots, hurting my 
poor roses beyond anything Miracle-Gro could repair, but still I couldn’t find the 
damn jar. In frustration I opened the sachet and dumped its powdery contents 
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over the whole mess. When the wind caught the powder, I smelled sulfur.

By the time I woke up I had developed a cold and forgotten about the ordeal 
entirely. I spent the better half of the morning sipping ginger tea and watching 
news coverage of the storm damage. Only when they showed a closeup of a sog-
gy baby stroller, devoid of an occupant, gently rolling its way down Catchpole 
Drive did I remember. With as much strength as I could muster considering my 
invalid state, I charged toward my front garden. My gorgeous roses were flat-
tened, and when I kneeled to inspect the stems, I found the baby. 

He was tiny, a sickly green, and covered in fine, downy leaves. I tried to pick 
him up, but roots bound him to the earth. When I returned with my trowel and 
hacked away at them, he began to cry. I hadn’t considered they were part of him. 
Once I got him free, I carried him into the house and laid him on the guest bed. I 
managed to slip a tablespoon of milk between his lips, but he retched it back up. 
Though later that night, he took an entire bottle of fertilizer. 

For six days I tended to him as a doting mother. In the morning I fed him, and 
at night I watched him from the doorway. Despite my best efforts, he remained 
a tiny, shriveled thing. Half the time I assumed he was dead until he opened 
his crooked mouth for the bottle. Though I hovered keenly over him, I refrained 
from picking him up. I wasn’t sure whether he had thorns. 

On the seventh day, I opened the guest room door and nearly dropped the fer-
tilizer. Woody stems as thick as my finger shot from the bed and stretched across 
the ceiling. Dark leaves sprung from the veins and blocked out the window, 
painting the room a vivid, earthy green. Bundles of knotted roots spilled over the 
comforter and latched themselves to the floor. Blood-red roses burst forth from it 
all, beautiful, though their rhythmic pulsing disturbed me.    

And there he lay in the middle. Still shriveled. Still green. With eyes of 
scratched, foggy glass.

Quietly, I shut the door. 

The house. The fire. The baby, screaming, locked inside. If you answered dif-
ferently, we haven’t been asked the same question. 

Three canisters of gasoline later I carried out my only possession of sentimen-
tal value—the betta fish I’d had since college—and trudged into the yard to wait 
for the grease I’d left on the stove to catch fire. 

I expect everything to burn quickly. It’s been so dry here since the storm.
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Details in the Face of Absence
Rye Hazlett

I’ve grown familiar with this old,  
wooden table that we sit at each night.  
Together, you say.  
You told me it was oak once 
(not that I cared at eight years old) but 
now its wobbly, wooden lines  
pull my finger  
along the smooth surface like  
following the trail that once  
lived in an old oak tree.  

There you are, sitting across from me  
and my brother.  
You’ll never wipe that sad look off your face.  
It’s okay, I’ll keep looking down  
at the table.  
At my dinner plate.  
At my hands.  
But not at you.  
This time of the day is important to you, 
it’s our time as a “family” even though  
you’re desperately missing her.  
I know she’s not missing you.  
 
There you are, sitting at the same old table. 
It’s light brown, something 
I’ve always been indifferent to.  
I think dark wood is prettier.  
I like the feel of it though, 
it’s smooth and always cool to the touch  
almost as if it wanted to be marble.  
I want to memorize every part,  
every crack and every turn,  
every dark ring and every chip busted up 
by my pencil at homework time.  
Then, I wouldn’t have to think.  
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I know I look like her. 
So, I’ll keep looking down,  
and not at you. 
I feel like I’ve grown familiar with this table. 
This time of the day is important to you, 
it’s our time as a “family” even though  
you’re looking  
at the table, too. 
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We Want Tables
Quinn Carver Johnson

  
“bring it all back for the people here” 
 - Leonard Cohen, “It Swings, Jocko” 

 

We want to feel the swing 
of the hammer’s fist, swell of the backstroke 
rolling into the big wave on the way down, 
knocking us on our asses.  We want to feel gravity—  
no theory, just the way bodies move & then   
stop moving. Brick wall, you know. That feeling.  
We want just the moment itself—nothing  
before or after. We’re tired of context,  
all day long, so we buy the ticket &  
the marked-up cheap beer & for a few hours  
you’re going to strip  
everything of its context. We want tables  
without the set dressing—just hard wood  
& four legs. We don’t want  
the platonic ideal of anything. Chairs  
that no one sits in & that’s realer than life.  
Tonight, we want to feel hungry—  
& we don’t want you to feed us.  
No, we want to starve out here  
in the nosebleeds. Yes,  
we want nosebleeds. Sprain your ankle.  
Keep dancing. Dislocate. Decontextualize.  
Ring your bell & let us hear it echo.  
We want to watch your eyes roll back  
into your head. We don’t want to see you cry—  
happy or sad.  
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Goodnight, June
Mary Dann Betbeze

Characters
NARRATOR - A narrator.
JANE - 9, one twin.
JUNE - 9, the other twin.
JOHN - 18, the girls’ older brother.

NARRATOR
Our scene opens with two girls -- twins -- named Jane and June, respectively.  It 
is mid-evening, and our girls are best friends, as they are every mid-evening, as 
well as every other time of day.

(A light shines on JANE and JUNE.  They are wearing pajamas and playing with toy 
animals.)

NARRATOR
Tonight, they play together, as they always do.  Jane, the leader, as she always is, 
with June following, as she always does.

JANE
(Looking offstage through her hands, as if they were a telescope) Target in sight.  On 
my signal, shoot!

JUNE
Aye, aye, captain!

JANE
SIGNAL!

(As JOHN enters from the side JANE was watching, JUNE launches her toy at him.  The 
girls dissolve into laughter.)

NARRATOR
And that is how every mid-evening usually goes.  In fact, there is almost nothing 
unusual about this night.  The only thing out of the ordinary is that soon, the 
girls’ brother John will be moving away to college. 
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(JOHN hugs JANE and then JUNE before exiting.)

NARRATOR
This will create quite an interesting new dynamic.

JANE
Now that John is gone, Mom said I can take his room!  So we don’t have to share 
anymore!

JUNE
What?  But we’ve always shared a room!  We’ve always shared everything!  You 
can’t leave me.

JANE
June, don’t be a baby.  I’ll just be across the hall.

JUNE
That’s the farthest away we’ve ever been from each other.

NARRATOR
This was, in fact, true.  Jane and June had never spent a night apart.

JANE
You’ll be okay.  There are no monsters under the bed.  You don’t need me in the 
same room anymore.

(JANE and JUNE exit.  Two twin beds are maneuvered onto the stage, one stage left, the 
other stage right.  This happens as the NARRATOR says their next line.)

NARRATOR
The next night, after John had gone, Jane and June play through the evening, as 
they always do, with Jane as the leader, as she always is, and June following, as 
she always does.  They brush their teeth, comb their hair, and say goodnight to 
the family cat, together, as they do every night.  Then, for the first time, they go 
their separate ways to sleep.

(JANE enters stage right and climbs into her bed, and JUNE does the same on stage left.)

JANE
(Loudly, as though calling from across the hall) Goodnight, June!

JUNE
(Just as loud, though more uncertain) Goodnight, Jane.
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NARRATOR
The night goes perfectly smoothly, with both girls dreaming as they always do, 
the only difference (besides the new lodging) being that the monster under June’s 
bed, upon seeing that Jane is not there to protect her, jumps at the opportunity 
and eats June in her sleep.

(As the NARRATOR speaks, a monster crawls out from under JUNE’s bed and eats her 
in her sleep.)

Curtain.
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Saint Mark’s Eve
Anna Bivens

 St. Mark’s Eve arrived, as it did every year, in the middle of tornado season. 
Maybe that’s what let the ghosts appear—the changing seasons, the frothing atmo-
sphere, hot and cold wind crashing together. Tornado season always felt in-between. 
Maybe ghosts did, too.
 On the night of Saint Mark’s Eve, the overcast sunset gave way to a green-gray 
twilight. Cool gusts of wind punctured the stagnant air—uneven and not quite 
relieving, like the ceiling fan in my bedroom during a heat wave. The air smelled like 
ozone and warm asphalt. The clouds promised rain.   
 Jordan and I walked along the backroads, stepping over storm drains and 
clumps of soda cans and cigarette butts. A flashlight as big as Jordan’s arm cast a 
beam of watery yellow light ahead of us. At the roar of an engine, we ducked into 
the ditch that ran parallel to the street. I pressed my belly to the ground and breathed 
in the scent of earth. Next to me, Jordan held her hand to her mouth and stifled her 
laughter. The thrill of our secret coursed between us, electrifying. 
 We followed the road until it forked, then turned down a dirt path lined in scrag-
gly pines. At the end of the path stood a chain-link fence and a gate no taller than 
our shoulders. With a grunt of effort, Jordan convinced the gate to open, the hinges 
squeaking like they hadn’t been moved in years. We crept inside.     
 The graves waited beyond the gate. In the dark, they could have been people, 
sitting together in silence. They stared as we passed.
 Jordan picked a spot before two stone crosses. I squinted to read the names, 
but the clouds choked out any moonlight, and Jordan had turned off the flashlight 
once we left the main road. We lay on the damp leaves left over from autumn and 
stretched out our hands. Above us, bare tree branches swayed with wind. I wished 
for lightning. 
 Minutes dragged by, but no whispers brushed past my ears—no phantom hands 
touched mine. I closed my eyes and tried to focus, to will the dead around me to rise, 
but it was as useless as if I’d tried to move a phantom limb. I lacked the nerves to 
bridge the gap. 
 I rolled to look at Jordan, afraid I’d disappointed her, but she had closed her 
eyes.  
 Jordan had seen a ghost before. Her house was haunted, she said. She had sto-
ries. It was always the ghost. Never named, never speculated. I didn’t know how she 
pictured it, or if she guessed to what body it belonged. I didn’t know if her mother 
was buried in this cemetery, either. I didn’t know how to ask the question. I didn’t 
want to know the answer. 
 A drop of rain hit my cheek. Jordan stirred next to me, asleep or feigning it.
 In the distance, sirens. 
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Heat Death Loneliness
Madeleine Castator

I swallowed and stole a bird’s egg whole  
in the midst of wretched sleep. 
Retched and strained to keep complete 
the glossy blue-skied shell.  
  
I did decide the bird inside 
should live less life than I-- 
who sprouted no wings or saving grace 
when to vile gravity’s embrace 
I parabolically fell 
  
I awoke in my gullet of dreams unflown, 
in bed with the rotted inclination 
to praise blood-clotted clay and  
the threads between us sewn unwilling-- 
gnawing at matters denied sublimation. 
 
Now possessed of fascinating greed 
Out slither I from windows cracked and bright 
My skin my own  
My limbs my own 
My life I had to lead 
Called by unconstellated stars and vast austere night. 
  
Mud and muck adorn my scales 
and sing for chrysalis-comfort 
clinging to hopes of an unhurt mind refurled. 
The shell is cracked. Light leaks in.  
In order to be born, forsaken and frail, 
You must first destroy a world. 
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Wracked in revelations 
I rip this corruption of form. 
In my shredding I will shed 
every base and desperate need 
divorce my circles, cycles, endless spirals 
no longer ordained an ouroboros which feeds 
on building obligations and transactional greed. 
I will be free. 
I have secreted away my alone becoming 
from the grit and grind of every 
decaying dusting rusting destined-to-die 
relation running hateful course through I. 
I will die alone. 
no longer grounded by thread, constraint, 
or earthbound taint. 
I will be only me. 
  
Unmoored and unmourned 
in the vast cosmic scheme. 
My eyes will eclipse my crown; manifest out,  
blow through the back 
of my egg-thick skull and let leak 
cold and satisfied matter-- 
oil-slick, iridescent, and pristine.
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had to make for his own protection and selfishness; keeping her at arm’s length and 
only expressing a tad-bit of affection so she didn’t lose all hope in him—in them. He 
had closed his eyes again, not really asleep but making an effort not to be awake. He 
faked loud snores to make Yana believe that his mind was empty of yearning, worry, 
thought and desire even. 

 After trying hard to hold back, listening to him breathe and occasionally snoring 
loudly, Yana slowly shifted from his side to face the grey on the wall. She wanted 
to sleep, at least be so good at faking sleep like Nanda made believe. But she knew 
between Nanda and her, she had less layers of skin. 
 And despite how time was against them, they were not ready to leave yet, to not 
be near each other. So, they lay side by side in silence, images of last night flooded in 
Yana’s mind, they poured in like the rain that had forced them off the road to find a 
motel, something they had both not planned for.
 Adventurous youthful souls and trapped for the longest they were, they had 
embarked on an unplanned road trip to the lands that still honored the dead, the 
lands with no walls and fences. They both wanted to be in each other’s company for 
a good length of time without the loud fear of being caught. And there was no place 
better far away enough than the lands on which only the ‘unwanted’ lived on. Their 
plan was to drive around the unfamiliar land and eventually find their way back to 
familiar terrains as they listened to all kinds of music. But the anticipated storm had 
arrived earlier than expected and interrupted the fun—the high. 
 Yana closed her eyes; in Nanda’s classic grey Camaro, she could see him fighting 
the urge to groove to a favorite song, “Thinking about You.” His eyes ablaze, high 
like a kite as he drove so freely on the freeway like a bird in the skies and she, mum-
bling along to the chorus amidst a wondrous smile, life had not felt this tasty.
hands carefully taking in the surroundings, perhaps this way she’d see a message 
from Yana. A thought occurred to her, play guess to distract herself from giving up. 
She thought about the last time she was out here, out here beyond the high raised 
concrete walls and black lines separating her tribe from the other. Perhaps it was 
three years ago when she and Yana wanted to celebrate their birthday by jumping 
in the famous muddy stream of Nyabazinga. The memory made her slightly smile 
and she looked up in the sky, it was starting to blacken, with dots of scattered glitter 
surrounding a big almond-shaped eye; Rumita stood still. The eye!

___

 Nanda’s frame was slightly faced away, not all the way because he greatly cared 
for the girl who lay beside him. He hated himself, these immature calculations he 
had to make for his own protection and selfishness; keeping her at arm’s length and 
only expressing a tad-bit of affection so she didn’t lose all hope in him—in them. He 
had closed his eyes again, not really asleep but making an effort not to be awake. He 
faked loud snores to make Yana believe that his mind was empty of yearning, worry, 
thought and desire even. 

Place of Growth               Zion Fletcher

    

  

Place of Growth                                           Zion Fletcher
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The Good of the Earth
Mary Ingabire

 The universe had been secretly working on a symbol of redemption for human-
ity for many years now. Thus, when the ancient mysterious and magic-like living 
tooth found home in Yana’s restless hands with a womb to house a life, the dead of 
the earth rejoiced from grounds near and distant. And in the temporary company 
of Nanda, Yana didn’t have clue of the divine responsibility she had been assigned 
the moment she had subconsciously and consciously crossed borders, both physical 
and abstract in search for truths that had been denied her by those who only fed on 
frozen acid stones. 

___

 Yana woke up in a motel room on the third floor, unsure of time, still a little 
drunk, a little numb, perhaps even number. She ached her eyelids open against the 
bright of morning and for the first time, she was aware of the loud breathing that 
rose and fell right next to her. She sucked her breath in, slowly let it out and real-
ized there was no need to be extra careful. Nanda was dead in a deep sleep and for 
a moment, she envied that—how others safely gave into an unknown realm. Laying 
wide awake, she felt numb from everything, of the past and this her current present. 
Numb from the loud silence she could never seem to fill, and in the moment, from 
the morning silence that screamed and echoed through the walls of this ancient 
building very far away from her home, from all that was familiar. 

 With her right arm cradling the back of her kinky-curly head, exposing her 
lightly sweaty and smelly hairy armpit; she thought it smelled like years of lonely 
hard work. She stared up at the ceiling and nothing about the network of tightly knit 
elephant grass interested her. Her eyes wandered tracing their way to the outside 
of the long window built of old bamboo and cemented with cow dung. The skies 
were a heavenly blue and a chain of thick smoke trains spread stretched across and 
crisscrossed like splashes of fuzzy white paint across a canvas. She didn’t see this 
every day, not the whole chain of crisscrossed chain smokes, but the blue sky, it was 
the blue sky. She stared hard in pure admiration as though a supreme power above 
had momentarily held her soul captive. Eyes still glued; she counted the smoke 
x’s formed in the sky. Her eyes praised the rare beauties, and the erected skin of 
her being bowed at the family of birds flying by, a complete glorious sight. All of a 
sudden, she jerked and snapped out of it as if she had returned from a trip to a world 
invisible, maybe a momentary spiritual trip. Or perhaps it was a scared self who had 
pinched her back to reality and forced her back into the loud silence. She knew better 
not to trust the clouds too.
 Maybe her body knew that the boy next to her was in process to wake from the 
dead of his sleep because he shifted from his side and with half-closed eyes, he grog-
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gily yawned and put a hand over one eye and lay flat on his back. Yana turned on 
his side to watch him, waiting for him to come fully alive as she took in details of his 
beautiful face. The arch of his thick dark eyebrow against coal skin, as if the creator 
had painted it to make him appear one ready to break into fight any minute: the 
broadening of his nose, so sharply wide and ohhhhh… his lightly pink sultry lower 
lip, not full like hers but…. 
 “Woman I know you looking at me” Nanda interrupted her internal observations 
and smiled wide like a baby frog. His smile, it reached places inside her she didn’t 
know existed. 
 “Eeehhh so you mean to tell me you can see with your eyes closed?” Yana teased 
him feeling a little shy that he was right. Her voice was groggy, and warm too. 
 Her question was rhetorical, at least most of them had always been. He didn’t 
do answerings, he did silences mostly. And she, she did it all—the answering, the 
questioning and the silence. They fell into another one as usual, but this one was a 
soft silence, unlike ones she was afraid of. Perhaps because she wasn’t awake and 
alone anymore and none of them was up for conversation early in the morning. But 
their norm was that they never said much to each other, sometimes one sentence sus-
tained them for hours, other times no words at all, except for the night before, that 
was a special exception. 
 And as they lay in the full, not queen- or king-sized bed made of timber and cot-
ton-packed sacks for a mattress, their bodies touching, skin to skin; the pores on their 
flesh said more than their mouths could conjure. Yana stared up at the ceiling and 
this time she found it interesting. She watched the old busy fan go in circles sound-
ing cranky and producing an artificial breeze that could barely cool the heat between 
them. She clenched her jaws tight, shut her eyes and prayed for the willpower of her 
reaching hands wanting to touch—caress—soothe the boy next to her.

___

 In a world not so far from where Yana and Nanda cozily lay, a serious searching 
was happening. Two young people in their mid-twenties had stirred quite the sand-
storm when they escaped. None of the generals in command leading the search from 
both tribes had been prepared to execute an intentional hunt without chips to track. 
In this world, nobody could ever take their chip out of fear for the inhuman conse-
quences; imprisonment, slavery, and death by forced isolation were all on the table. 
But worst of all, the one which everybody feared most, was to become an outcast. 

 Yes, the people of Linddera and Nsagalawa who lived down below on earth and 
not far from abandoned ancestral lands were such painfully loyal to their system. 
And nobody wanted to be an outcast. Outcasts lived miserably in a solitary un-
known and worse of all, their lives were quickest to harvest by the ones who lived 
somewhere between earth and the clouds. So, the people of Linddera and the peo-
ple of Nsagalawa turned earth upside down, they cleared all bushes, all vegetation, 
physically searching. Technology had reached its limit. It had failed them, or they 
had failed it; in a nutshell nobody was prepared to deal with how that reality looked. 
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 It looked like a failed good deed, thought Rumita, Yana’s sister. She was among 
the searchers even if Yana had revealed to her the night before, about the escape. She 
had two reasons why she had joined the searching forces. One, she had no choice 
and two, she wanted to be close enough when the news arrived. The news that her 
sister was alive somewhere, and that meant hope for her. Hope that she’d see her 
someday soon. She looked around the searching crowd, and her heart sunk; in her 
eyes, these people were looking for a stranger and she, she was looking for her best 
friend who had become sister. She was fighting the urge to scream at them, to scream 
in the void they all occupied as they continued the search. But she knew it was not 
an option or they’d turn on her. She had volunteered to join the search as a way to 
protect herself from suspicion yet at her core she knew they’d eventually question 
her. 
 Her throat bulged and burned with a taste of stinging saltwater. Yana hadn’t 
made clear whether she was escaping for forever or she’d be like the ones who came 
back to die in familiar lands. Tears quickly welled up as if forever housed in the cor-
ner of her eyes. She chewed on her teeth holding them back and, in that instant, she 
thought about what Yana would say to her about unshed tears. Rumita could hear 
her sister’s distant warm voice echoing in the back cabinets of countless memories, 
“tears are meant to be cried. even without absolute cause. usually, there is always 
one. you best believe, the soul knows and you, mouth and all flesh haven’t found 
words yet. Let it rain baby.” 
 Rumita’s legs grew weak, she wanted to throw herself on the ground and weep 
but there were people behind her on mission to bring their stranger back home. She 
decided she’d cry as she searched, maybe the sweet pain of tears didn’t have to stop 
her from finding hope. And maybe, maybe with the comfort of Yana’s memories and 
words, she’d make it through the search. Yet she couldn’t help but curse under her 
breath, “goddamn these turd-heads. if only the two tribes joined forces instead of 
planning war against each other. But sadly, it was easier for them to cast stones and 
point fingers.” Even more gut-wrenching, Rumita knew that both tribes would take 
any opportunity to shed more blood; they were both blood-thirsty that way. 
 She continued to drag her feet forward with the electric blue rod in her tired 
hands carefully taking in the surroundings, perhaps this way she’d see a message 
from Yana. A thought occurred to her, play guess to distract herself from giving up. 
She thought about the last time she was out here, out here beyond the high raised 
concrete walls and black lines separating her tribe from the other. Perhaps it was 
three years ago when she and Yana wanted to celebrate their birthday by jumping 
in the famous muddy stream of Nyabazinga. The memory made her slightly smile 
and she looked up in the sky, it was starting to blacken, with dots of scattered glitter 
surrounding a big almond-shaped eye; Rumita stood still. The eye! 

___

 Nanda’s frame was slightly faced away, not all the way because he greatly cared 
for the girl who lay beside him. He hated himself, these immature calculations he 
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 After trying hard to hold back, listening to him breathe and occasionally snoring 
loudly, Yana slowly shifted from his side to face the grey on the wall. She wanted 
to sleep, at least be so good at faking sleep like Nanda made believe. But she knew 
between Nanda and her, she had less layer of skin. 
 And despite how time was against them, they were not ready to leave yet, to not 
be near each other. So, they lay side by side in silence, images of last night flooded in 
Yana’s mind, they poured in like the rain that had forced them off the road to find a 
motel, something they had both not planned for.
 Adventurous youthful souls and trapped for the longest they were, they had 
embarked on an unplanned road trip to the lands that still honored the dead, the 
lands with no walls and fences. They both wanted to be in each other’s company for 
a good length of time without the loud fear of being caught. And there was no place 
better far away enough than the lands on which only the ‘unwanted’ lived on. Their 
plan was to drive around the unfamiliar land and eventually find their way back to 
familiar terrains as they listened to all kinds of music. But the anticipated storm had 
arrived earlier than expected and interrupted the fun—the high. 
 Yana closed her eyes; in Nanda’s classic grey Camaro, she could see him fighting 
the urge to groove to a favorite song, “Thinking about You.” His eyes ablaze, high 
like a kite as he drove so freely on the freeway like a bird in the skies and she, mum-
bling along to the chorus amidst a wondrous smile, life had not felt this tasty.
 Nanda had said he hated the song and when Yana asked him why, he offered no 
reason. As always, he was devoid of answers. To her disbelief, Yana played the song 
to relisten carefully and catch the fault in between lines but she was only disappoint-
ed because she caught no wrong.
 And so, when the storm had forced them to find shelter, a motel the closest; Yana 
and Nanda had not anticipated to strip naked for each other so soon. 
 It was no secret between the two, the degree of attraction, yet for known and un-
known reasons, both didn’t know what to do with each other. They had known each 
other for about two months from the internet like all the others except that theirs was 
a fluke. The two had bumped into each other during a hacking incident and none of 
them reported it. Instead, they had kept it their secret and talked every day for two 
months and briefly met twice without being caught. 
 “Well, here we are,” Yana had announced as they both walked into a dark room 
that lit up as doors closed. They thought it was a decent enough room and for a sec-
ond they forgot to change into dry clothes, preoccupied with the new strange space. 
 Yana moved around swiftly almost as if she were in a playground. It was the 
thrill of the stormy night and the adrenaline from the green powder that made her 
feel as though she were radiating from inside out. And it was all new, all foreign. She 
stepped into the bathroom to inspect and it looked ancient. The paper on the walls, 
and the tiled floor were a design far behind her times. She ran her fingers across the 
wallpaper, feeling its texture: dents and edges, all the while fighting the itch to peel it 
off the wall. Then suddenly something fell out and she stood still. It looked like stone 
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and she bent forward for closer inspection.
 From the other room, Nanda loudly asked, “how you wann do this? Don’t mind 
sleeping on the floor, its only gonn be a couple hours.” Yana stepped out from the 
bathroom and smiled at his gentlemanly gesture but thought it was ridiculous to let 
him sleep on the floor. She trusted herself and him to only share a bed and nothing 
else, but deep down a voice whispered otherwise. 
 “Don’t be silly nobody sleeping on no floors” Yana told him. She reassured her-
self and him that they were strictly sharing a bed and she meant it although this time 
it was the sounds of strong winds outside that called the bullshit. 
 “Whatever you say is okay with me lil head” Nanda teased her as he made his 
way to the bathroom to continue inspecting. “Interesting stuff in here” he thought 
out loud. 
 “More than this?” Yana rhetorically asked. She was standing at the bathroom 
entrance with her hand stretched out to Nanda whose attention quickly shifted to 
the object in her palms. It was a tooth, a strange one, a very old one too, and most 
interestingly, it seemed to have a life of its own. It had extremely thin and moving 
veins shooting out of it; they stretched aching to stick to Yana’s skin as if they were 
reaching for a home. 
 As Nanda reached for the tooth from Yana’s palm, it lit up with many different 
colors and the thin veins stuck onto Yana’s skin like a baby who didn’t want to let go 
of its mother. Yana and Nanda stared at each other in bewilderment with a billion 
questions and no answers.
 “I wonder who it belongs to” said Nanda with his attention completely taken by 
the discovery.
 “Wonder no further, it is ours now” Yana responded excitedly like a child who 
just found a puppy in the woods. 
  Both still in awe of Yana’s discovery, Yana took off her wet blouse and decided 
to wrap the tooth in it which she safely tucked in her backpack. Then she took out a 
tiny bottle of alcohol that she had carried around for ages, perhaps it was waiting for 
a moment as this one. They stayed up late, talking about life in whispers as they lay 
on their backs staring at the reflection of the streetlights up on the ceiling, and the ex-
citing thoughts of the new discovery slowly faded off into the distant places of their 
minds. 
 Suddenly Nanda had started tickling Yana who tickled him back and she felt like 
a child and warm inside. She screamed and laughed and twisted and finally asked 
him to stop as he pulled her in his arms and wrapped her in his embrace. Yana’s 
heart skipped a bit and she wondered about the rest of the night feeling safe in his 
arms and her body melting. 
 In the bed, they could barely fit with Nanda’s large frame which engulfed all Ya-
na’s frame in a protective embrace. Heat oozing between the hugging bodies, Yana 
could feel Nanda hardening and she knew it was only natural. But what she wasn’t 
sure about was whether to do something about it as she had once heard from older 
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sisters and aunties talking. 
  “You better get you some when you can. Leave the coy and waiting to our 
ancestors, the poor women” she had once heard auntie Fedde clown as so with her 
friends. And as for Yana, she had picked a leaf that day. 
 She turned to face Nanda and asked, “can you kiss me?”
 At first Nanda’s lips met Yana’s playfully but quickly possessed her and for a hot 
minute, Nanda and Yana shut out everything external. It was only the two of them 
left, only them that ever existed, and the heat from their brown bodies; and from the 
foreign covers over them; and the heavy breathing against the silence of the dark 
and stormy winds outside. Like escaping into the other, the kiss deepened dissolving 
them away, into each other. 
 They kissed for long, they could barely feel their lips, Yana pulled away to let 
out a soft smile and Nanda let out an excited sigh as he shyly looked away. He never 
feared looking anybody in the eye, but he couldn’t with her. Maybe it was the effect 
she had on him or maybe it was too soon to give himself away. 
 As matter of fact, he did not know the things he was supposed to know about 
her except for the person he had talked to through the device in his head for the past 
two months. That person showered both cold and hot water at once, that she lived 
beyond the black lines drawn in the earth separating his people and her people and 
that she was not only going to be a nurse but a member of her people’s army. Nan-
da suddenly jerked up from his train of thought and turned to face Yana who had 
poked him in the rib.
 “What time and year do you think it is in beyond Abnega? Nanda asked Yana.
 “I lost track of all time the moment we crossed borders, but sure it is still 4019” 
replied Yana whose head rested on Nanda’s chest. “Everybody must be looking for 
me, yet for the first time, I don’t care about what they want of me. Yana let the words 
fall off her tongue like long hidden desires escaping. She stopped and recalled her 
best friend, her sister, Rumita and she felt a sharp pain in her chest. She fought back 
the tears and hated how she’d not cry where she was or perhaps because of who she 
was with. “Am tired of the rules, the borders, the divisions, the walls, everything 
against us living like human beings” she spoke determinedly despite the shake in her 
voice.
 “You ever wish to run away forever? she asked Nanda but didn’t wait for him to 
reply as she trailed on speaking. “I’m always thinking of running away and find-
ing freedom if I ever will catch it. I’ve heard myths, maybe rumors of some people 
who have runaway and were never found. They must not miss it this side. And.….” 
Nanda cut her off as he crashed his lips with hers, and this time there was no pause, 
nothing was left untouched. 

___

 “Pass over da flour na de dried monkey bones,” Onyisu calmly asked Xedda 
yet with firm command as he entered the mud hut dusting off his worn-out denim 
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overalls. She mixed both with her saliva and smeared the sacred floor where she sat. 
She was always at it, fighting fogs and tornadoes, only she could see.  They had to 
survive the hand of unfair deaths which was out there to swallow them whole, espe-
cially her baby boy. 

 “Ma child you na be surprised what I seea today. Na claws and drones chasing 
after you now. Me see smoke cleared moons adays ago. In da world of our beloved 
deads, dey rejoicing. Listen!” Onyisu holds out her rough wrinkled hand motioning 
for Xedda to join his with hers. Slowly, he lowers his exhausted body to join her on 
the ground where she sits cross-legged talking to the dead and holding earth togeth-
er. Xedda’s hand joins hers and her palm feels more tender than it appears, it might 
be the bulged green veins beneath yellow brown skin pulsing alive, he can almost 
feel her warm blood rush up and down, almost frail. Onyisu tightens the grip, and it 
is stronger than that of a thousand men. 
 “Ma bombo I see baby, ya baby and young warrior woman coming way, our 
way… ahhh yours….” Onyisu stops talking and is staring off in the distance, her 
ice eyes piercing the light from outside the wide-open door through which Xedda 
entered. She sits in heavy silence, the kind that promises things, the kind she had 
waited for, for so long. She almost forgets Xedda is right there with her. 
 His head spins with questions and all he can think is that his sweet old mama is 
off script today. He is used to bad news greeting him before he makes full entrance 
of their tiny hut. Every day for the last ten years, before he rests his body from the 
day’s hustle for food, she walks him through tomorrow’s protective ritual. 
 “Ma child you de take charm wiz u, around your ankle. Mans out on hunt buried 
in swamp de hide. Sorri I add other cut on your elbow; I put some liquid aloe, house-
fly powder for protection. Now I stitch. Only small pains to protect from bigger 
pains, you hear?” 
 Xedda was not convinced yet, how could they quickly shift from one normal to 
another in a blink of an eye? The only difference in the drill was that Onyisu spiced 
it up with new cool and weird potions to inject in him and magic wisdoms to impart. 
“Ma mere, ma cherie, where are you now?” Xedda’s voice yanks her out of whatever 
reality she seems to be blissfully suspended in. It is safe for him not to have expec-
tations of where she might be at the moment, the old woman travels back and forth, 
between worlds known and unknown, between present, past and future, all inside 
her skull. 
 Onyisu turns her bright silver-gray kinky head to face the young man, this dear 
child she made her own ten years ago when he came knocking at her decaying 
wooden door, looking for shelter. His head was bleeding, almost about to lose his 
brains. Fortunately, with the guidance and help of her ancestors, she whipped up 
miracle concoctions in broken calabashes and nursed him back to earthly life. He was 
no special breed, but something in his dark brown eyes, the way his weighty eyelids 
curtained with lashes long enough to hide the hard behind his soul yet soft enough 
to reveal the child behind the man. Ten years ago, Xedda was a physically beaten up 
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twenty-four-year-old wanderer with quite a number of bags filled with all kinds of 
noisy demons. 
 “I am here and not here child. Been long I gone on good trip. The good of news, 
is change. Change de come Xedda. Beauty, beautyful change coming for all. And 
you, ma dear part of it. From first day, me de know you outcast have big role. You 
choose to die for big truths, now gods have faith in you. We must prepare,” Onyisu 
said joyfully calm. She wanted to jump up and stomp her feet around like in the old 
days, but she was way past too old to figure excitement of that sort. At two hun-
dred-years, her body could only keep her soul alive and that was about it. 
 “Yiii come now! You sit like dat? No dance dance for good news?” Onyisu spoke 
up a little louder, faintly waving her arms in the air with an angelic smile stretching 
from one cheek bone to another, exposing her pink naked gum. 
 Xedda laughed out loud, his chest swelling with things so good. Things he had 
not felt in decades, in retrospect, his entire life. “Ma, we’ve been out in the ruins of 
the wild too long, I don’t think I remember how to dance.” 

___

 The golden yellow sun gradually cracked open the skies and the soft warmth 
made its way into the room and rested on both their brown bodies. “I bet they’re 
looking for me too” Nanda broke the silence with a voice so deep. “I wann go far 
away too. Far away where they can’t find us. We live like prisoners there. But I ain’ 
leave all of it behind like that. I wann try. Change things up you know, for us all.” 

 The conversation was still on Nanda’s mind and Yana was moved, let alone that 
he shared his thoughts. “That is big of you. Have you thought through a plan?” Yana 
asked Nanda as she got off the bed. 
 “Nothing worth discussing for now” Nanda reservedly replied.
 Yana observed him hold back and she was not surprised, perhaps shut out. It 
was not the time to ask or to reassure, it was time to get back before danger came 
hunting. She got up off the bed and made her way to the bathroom. She was glad 
they had no suitcases to add extra weight on their journey, but something urged 
her to check on the tooth. She reached in her backpack, undid the knot in her damp 
blouse and it was still there. It was a little shinier than in the light of night and sud-
denly she felt the urge to house it. In that moment she knew she’d kill anybody who 
tried to take it from her. She swallowed it and pulled the wet blouse over her head.
 And into the sun light, they rode off with barely any words hanging in the air 
and their hanging hearts.
 “Two months is not time enough to trust someone, but you know you can trust 
me?” Yana blurted out as if she couldn’t hold it in her chest any longer. She paused 
and continued, “the two of us have every reason not to trust each other but…. I think 
you and I got something here to trust, don’t you think? 
 “The issue is not trust, I just….I….. I mean…” Nanda was suddenly cut off by a 
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loud sudden bang. Large round metallic balls fell from the sky blocking their view 
ahead. Nanda quickly stepped on the brake, reversed and as he swung the car in a 
full circle more round things dropped from the sky raising thick clouds of dust from 
the earth. The two couldn’t see who was coming for them but knew danger had ar-
rived and it was too late to run or to turn back. There were no shortcuts. Smoke from 
fogged the air, and their car came to a violent stop. A high-pitched noise was issued, 
and it shattered the metal of their car, bursting their eardrums. Their bodies hit the 
ground before they could endure more. 
 When they opened their eyes, all they saw was total darkness and all they heard 
was strange voices and heavy footsteps outside the dome-shaped vacuum they occu-
pied.
 “Hoku tumo” a voice outside growled impatiently. Yana and Nanda knew that 
this moment would eventually arrive but what they didn’t anticipate was to be in 
possession of a highly powerful and priceless ancestral treasure. 
 Before embarking on the spontaneous escape, before the highs and the ecstasy 
of streetlights, Yana and Nanda had agreed to sever the chip implants out from the 
back of their necks so that the authorities from Linddera and Nsagalawa searched 
through their memories, their present and or even sparked a mental conversation. 
And in that moment, in the confined space where they both sat in burning chains 
and total darkness, worlds were rising and crumbling. 

To be continued . . .
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Untitled                              Meredith Taylor
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Meteorologist
Annemarie Bennett

 
Neighbor down the street says there’s a chance of rain tomorrow. It’s been so hot 
recently; the rain might bring a breeze. The neighbor points out that the humid-
ity would get so bad though-you’d be able to cut it with a knife. A small price to 
pay for the rain. “The ground is dry,” they point out. You look to the ground. It 
is dry. Cracks a mile deep line the barren patches where grass once grew. Every-
thing around you is withered and dying. You don’t remember it dying, but then 
again, you don’t remember anything ever being alive. Now that you think about it, 
you don’t remember leaving your house to walk your dog, you don’t even remem-
ber owning a dog. The dog looks dry. Its skin is wrinkled, and its eyes look like 
empty holes in a skull. The neighbor looks dry too. “We could really use the rain,” 
you say. This is not a conscious choice, rather the words bubble up from your 
throat. “Too bad about the humidity,” the neighbor muses. In their hand is a knife. 
It is most likely to cut the humidity. There isn’t a cloud in the sky though, and the 
sun is baring down so, you aren’t sure. It looks like something red is dripping off 
the knife, but it could just be the glare. Neighbor next to them mentions the rain 
too. In their hand is a knife. Every person on this street is out, as a matter of fact, 
knives glistening in every hand. “Too bad,” you think as you continue walking, 
“It’s probably the humidity.” In your other, dog-free hand, is a knife. You don’t re-
member owning it, or grabbing it, but you do feel like it may rain tomorrow.  
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Bitterbitter
Kylie Nora Brophy

 
This is what humanity built up to. 
the complexities of electricity weaving through synapses, 
the malleable clay of trillions of our infant consciousnesses 
the doing and undoing of each subsequent generation 
four billion years to open your eager eyes 
to think you need more  
to think you deserve more  
to take more. 
This is what humanity built up to, 
the complexities of electricity weaving through power lines, 
illuminating our cookie-cutter houses, our virtual worlds 
awakening just to eat money, burn money, fuck money 
seven thousand dollars for a funeral 
eighteen to give birth 
forty to find a job 
none to die. 
This is what humanity teaches me: 
“your human complexities alone do not ensure your survival, 
you are not worthy to live without giving up your blood for Us 
you don’t deserve happiness, health, space, food, water, oxygen 
so, what are you willing to give in return? 
your body and strength? 
your empty peace of mind? 
not enough. 
What We want is your ignorant promise 
to continue the cycle, to raise your own children to bleed for Us 
to enable Our never-ending hunger for anything more, 
as long as you keep wanting to live and We keep wanting blood, 
humanity persists! draining! everything! 
(‘humanity’ means 
those who can afford life 
unquestioned.) 
For every human who gives up a year 
gives a year up to the worthier human who is standing on their backs, 
every human life deprived of the most basic necessities 
adds a little bit more worth to those who are simply worth more, 
not based on merit, intelligence, kindness 
but who woke up in 
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the luckiest of bodies, 
the Chosen.” 
This is what humanity built up to. 
a life spent hoping that maybe, finally, next time will be your time. 
If it’s not, go on, take a spin around again. maybe this time. 
maybe this time, those on top will lend us an ounce of pleasure 
maybe this time, they will see us as human. 
how many lifetimes 
must we wait just to live? 
maybe this— 
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Personal Myths
Savanna Bader

Everybody’s got something to say about me, 
and I’ll tell it you straight: 
All this? I created it. 
 
Danse Sauvge  
We always start here with me naked 
expect for the bananas and some feathers 
They said I had no shame. 
 
Shame doesn’t pay the bills, but limelight  
does. This is triumph, baby— 
You’re gonna love me by the end. 
 
Limelight 
I found Josephine Baker in Philadelphia 
I was hollow, hollow 
enough to fall  so I did 
 
right onto a stage hips swaying  crossed-eye      
distorted face  all eyes on me.  
I’m going to dance tonight and every night after 
 
Childhood 
No.  A black childhood 
is always a little sad and cut short 
No.  I was always the star 
 
No.  Mama sold my body twice 
but that isn’t  glamourous  No. 
I am a  Josephine before I  am  this. 
 
Devil’s Advocate 
You all are sinners waiting 
For the revelation of the devil. 
Well, here I am 
 
again on this stage dancing 
like you paid to see. It’s you 
who watches me, the black devil. 
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Contradiction  
I want neither to whiten myself nor blacken myself.  
I bathe in a concoction of goats’ milk, honey, lemon, 
eau de javel, dreams, tears, sweat. 
 
My fingers trace lazy circles 
as my skin  burns cleans  yes. 
Yes.  I cup rose petals to my face. 
 
Business  
Every now and again I count my diamonds, 
sapphires, rubies, and emeralds before swallowing  
hard. I said it best: all men are businessmen 
 
and I deal in transactions: kisses, sex, skin, songs.  
It’s all done underneath her nose; Paris doesn’t know prudence, 
and if she does, she keeps her mouth shut. 
 
America  
Will not  welcome home her  daughter 
but will turn her away  again and again  I have the capital, 
I got it all. Do you know who  I am? 
 
I am Josephine Baker.  
I grew up  in St. Louis  I danced  in New York 
until my feet  bled. Yeah,  that’s who I am. 
 
St. Louis 
I wore floor length ballgowns 
that caressed the linoleum kissing 
the dust pasted between floorboards. 
 
I fiddled with the sleeves of men, 
fire fighters, and I smiled  
with my teeth. 
 
Hollywood 
is a pipe dream or something unconquered 
silence ringing in my ears 
curtains locked shut. Silence. 
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Not a single clap. Follies was a failure 
and so was I. This moment  is stuck 
on loop over and over again. 
 
Paris 
took me in her arms and carried me like a baby 
and taught me how to walk and taught me how to love 
and to be loved and hated. 
 
It’s addicting, love. I can’t get enough of it. 
The pain, the precarity, the critics, the applause— 
It’s all worth it. 
 
Joy, Absent 
Every night a reprise. I joke, 
I stroke the heads of bald men 
like a genie’s bottle. My three wishes: 
 
for everyone to dance, for vitality, 
for this moment to get stuck 
and play        over, and     over, and      over.  
 
Personal Myths  
Nobody wants me even though I built 
this     world      everyone has forgotten 
me      even though      I am      everywhere.  
 
This world: I created it with blood 
diamonds, charisma, sweat. 
I created it me  all of it. me.  
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the providence of filth
Madeleine Castator

| 
the rind of neglected oranges gives 

under fingertip pressure 
in the dark cradle the subtle mycelium 

the festering pits of once-sweet juice 
the blue velvet the black spores 

cradle it as apology as plea as child and crush 
against your cold palm your intact skin 

let it slough through the monument of your fingers. 
decay-aged nectar glutted  

and blooming with little lives 

Think yourself immune to filth.  
Picture your moral line, uncrossed. 
You have one.  
A sure, sanctified boundary which  
you may near from  
laziness exhaustion dim inertia but 
there is a mess you won’t abide. 
Some indignity you will   
pits of mold or infestations or 
the junk mail that follows you  
through every home. You 
are immune to true filth. It won’t touch you. 

the rats in the walls dance love notes to you in 
gnawing code and leave tinsel across the kitchen 

breakfast floor because meals are shared with family.  
the children know your 

scent steps voice habits like you know the sun 
and though they shy from sight, from radiating hate 
and the mutagenic spear of disgust they still choose  

you and your home and your skin-rich bed 
and they still want to share 

 

||

Beneath the Walnut Tree        Bailey Lindsey
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The Bridge Way
Grace Durand

 August 19th.  August 26th.  August 31st.  September 1st.  September 5th.
 Five over the course of two and a half weeks.
 And then 3 days, 4 nights, in the hospital.
 Anastazija asked the reason for being hospitalized.  Then immediately fol-
lowed up by saying she was going to kill herself.  She checked out that afternoon.
 Jett left Jayme by himself, after giving him a few cigarettes.  The 18-year-old 
then became addicted in only a day, saying he only started because there was 
nothing else to do here.
 The television played only six channels.  One of them showed the Bring It 
On movies out of order.  If you watched it too long, the others would make fun 
of you, asking why you continued to watch “stupid cheerleading movies.”  But 
it was better than the three news stations or the one that just played nothing but 
Quantum Leap episodes.
 Books came through like contraband, even though they were the only enter-
tainment allowed inside.  Paperback books were shared with phone numbers 
written in the margins.  Romance novels were popular, but one about the South-
ern California drought was highly talked about.
 Mahlik’s girlfriend was pregnant.  Is pregnant.  Wasn’t ever pregnant.  It’s 
unknown.  The point is that she lied about something and he was broken.  She 
lied and you could watch the difference between him between the two days in 
which he found out.  He’ll never get to see his baby now.
 Valentine moved to Wisconsin for her daughter once she had her baby.  
Within 11 months, her daughter had filed for divorce, gotten pregnant again, and 
forced Val to give up everything in her life.  When she became ill, she couldn’t 
get health insurance there, so she was forced back home, where all that she had 
was already gone and she was left with nothing.
 Everyone got a boost of serotonin when someone left.  They would say, 
“Goodbye!  Good luck!” with so much enthusiasm, it didn’t even sound fake.  
And maybe it wasn’t.  Maybe they actually wanted to wish them luck once they 
got to leave.  Leaving was the best thing that could happen to you in there.
 Jack was one year clean when he went back to the hospital.  Different one 
this time.  And now, he would never be able to use his coping mechanism again.  
He was a climber.  He would live in the woods for a week on end, climbing any 
surface he could.  And now, after his car accident, he would have to fight even 
harder to stay off Fentanyl.
 There’s nothing special about the hospital.  But it’s like a different dimension.  
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It’s like when you walk through your school after hours, when most of the lights 
are off.  And being out is somehow worse than being in.  But it’s a necessary evil.  
And it will end soon.  Hopefully.  I truly believe that the pain will end.
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Details in the Face of Absence
Rye Hazlett

I’ve grown familiar with this old,  
wooden table that we sit at each night.  
Together, you say.  
You told me it was oak once 
(not that I cared at eight years old) but 
now its wobbly, wooden lines  
pull my finger  
along the smooth surface like  
following the trail that once  
lived in an old oak tree.  

There you are, sitting across from me  
and my brother.  
You’ll never wipe that sad look off your face.  
It’s okay, I’ll keep looking down  
at the table.  
At my dinner plate.  
At my hands.  
But not at you.  
This time of the day is important to you, 
it’s our time as a “family” even though  
you’re desperately missing her.  
I know she’s not missing you.  
 
There you are, sitting at the same old table. 
It’s light brown, something 
I’ve always been indifferent to.  
I think dark wood is prettier.  
I like the feel of it though, 
it’s smooth and always cool to the touch  
almost as if it wanted to be marble.  
I want to memorize every part,  
every crack and every turn,  
every dark ring and every chip busted up 
by my pencil at homework time.  
Then, I wouldn’t have to think.  
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I know I look like her. 
So, I’ll keep looking down,  
and not at you. 
I feel like I’ve grown familiar with this table. 
This time of the day is important to you, 
it’s our time as a “family” even though  
you’re looking  
at the table, too. 
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Crossroads
Kylie Nora Brophy

 There is a boy, age 16, sitting in his driveway, idly watching the girl next to 
him. He is listening to old school hip-hop and his mind is adrift. He is wonder-
ing if he will ever be able to love the girl next to him as deeply as he loved the 
sweeping burn of heroin in his veins. Twenty-five thousand dollars may have 
been able to drain the drugs from his body, but it couldn’t drain the memories 
from his brain, memories of lying on the floor, mouth half open and eyes seeing 
God.

 There is a woman, age 26, dangling her feet off the top level of a five-story 
fire-escape and watching the drunken or more people aimlessly wander across 
the ground below her. They are almost indistinguishable from this height. Her 
roommate is having noisy sex in their shared room and she can still hear them 
through two doors if she listens hard enough. One flip flop falls off of her foot 
and plummets to the ground. She watches its descent and the resulting smacking 
noise of its impact on the pavement brings a small smile to her otherwise still 
face.

 There is a boy, age 6, who has just been told about the impending divorce 
of his parents, although it is meaningless to him. He cannot imagine a world 
without a whole family, much less one in which his parents are not in love the 
way parents are in storybooks. He clings to his mother’s pant-leg and rolls his 
toy car across the rug, watching the indents the wheels make as they travel back 
and forth, back and forth. In his mind, the car is flying down the highway in the 
sunshine, on the way to vacation.

 There is a woman, age 66, who is looking at the back of her husband’s bald-
ing head. His manic-depressive episodes have been becoming more severe de-
spite the mounting piles of medication on top of their washing machine, and she 
folds her trembling hands, trying to decide whether to save herself or him. If she 
leaves, he will rot alone and she will be free. If she stays, the world will contin-
ue on the same path it has for the last forty years. Her eyes drift to an undusted 
black and white wedding picture propped up on the bookshelf, and she makes 
up her mind.
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Stay a While              Bailey Lindsey
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